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  MOVE UP IN  
 NEW Fall Styles for 
   You & Your Horse

On the cover: Christian Simonson,  
2021 U.S. Young Rider Champion,  
has been supported by Dressage  
Extensions throughout his riding career.  
For Christian’s full story visit  
DressageExtensions.com/ChristiansStory

To make shopping for your sport and your dressage partner easy,  
we’ve curated specialized tack and apparel from the best brands 
around the world:

•    Attractive & cozy styles to support your best riding
•    Innovative horse clothing to warm & protect
•   Tack, bits & accessories tailored to performance 

We’re proud to sponsor the United States Dressage Federation 
and the USDF Member Organizations that are the foundation  
of our sport.

Thank you for shopping with Dressage  
Extensions, your Partners in Performance. 



PETRIE ELEGANCE DRESSAGE BOOTS
•  Box Calf Leather with Calf Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
•  Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Slim fitting ankle
•  Stocked in US sizes 6-10; with 9 calf combinations
381287   $1,095.00

Dressage Extensions is the Official North American  
Distributor for Petrie Boots!

Handcrafted in the Netherlands. 
Custom Sizing, Styles & Colors Available.

Petrie boots are handmade in Holland by master craftsmen. Family owned and operated since 1857,  
it is the preferred boot of Olympic gold medal winner Isabell Werth and Edward Gal. Styled for the 
dressage rider, the outside of the boot is cut higher and has a stiffener in the back to aid in correct 
leg position. Outstanding manufacturing techniques make the Petrie boot your best value on the 
market today. Stocked in sizes 6-10 US Ladies’. Call for men’s options. Many different calf and height 
combinations available as well as custom sizing, colors and materials available upon special order.  
Please call us to determine the best options for you.

Find your perfect fit! Visit DressageExtensions.com/TallBoots

Inside zipper  
positioned  
for slender fit

Extra stiff 
outer leg 
promotes 
correct 
position

Comfort 
footbed with
Goodyear® 
non-slip 
rubber soles

Purchase the Petrie Elegance 
Dressage Boots shown at left 
directly from your mobile device 
by scanning this  code, or  
visit Dressage Extensions.com/ 
PetrieElegance  

ENDLESS Possibilities

PETRIE OLYMPIC  
DRESSAGE BOOTS
•  Rind Box Leather & Soft Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
•  Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11;  

with 13 calf combinations.
381288   $600.00

PETRIE SYDNEY  
DRESSAGE BOOTS
• Soft Leather with Leather Lining
• Back zipper with protective snap flap
• Stretch panel gusset 
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
•  Stocked in US sizes 6.5-11;  

with 4 calf combinations
381289   $280.00

PETRIE DELUXE BOOT BAG
Extra tall chamber can accommodate 
boots up to 24½" tall with separately 
lined compartments for each boot. 
Handy storage container at the base for 
accessories and care products, padded 
handle with removable shoulder strap 
and vented top to reduce odors. Black.
33966   $75.00

PETRIE HALF CHAPS
Great half chap is cut higher on the 
outside like a dressage boot. Superior 
quality leather is stiff, transforming 
your paddock boot into an elegant dress 
boot. Various leg heights and 9 calf 
combinations available. Black. Please call 
our helpful staff for sizing assistance.
350881   $115.00
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**Boots shown on this page are special order options and prices may vary.

B. PETRIE OLYMPIC  BOOTS
• Brown, Cognac or Navy Leather
•  Rind Box Leather with Soft  

Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
381304   $600.00

F. PETRIE ROME BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Front Zip
• 5 cm Spanish Rise
• Buckles inlaid with Strass Crystals
• Available with Croc Pattern Outer Panel
• Optional contrast sole
381294
STARTING PRICE   $900.00

E. PETRIE SUPERIOR BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Front Zip
• 5 cm Spanish Rise
• Buckle inlaid with Strass Crystals
• Very fitted ankle
• Optional contrast sole
381295
STARTING PRICE   $900.00

D. PETRIE SIGNIFICANT BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Inner Front Side Zip
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted Ankle
•  Brogue Cuff to match foot  

is available
• Optional contrast sole
381292
STARTING PRICE   $1,095.00

D

CUSTOMIZE YOUR BOOTS
Choose from various models, colors, leather and accessories.  

Anything from classic boots with subtle adjustments to modern boots in your own personal style.

C. PETRIE SUBLIME BOOTS
• Box Calf Leather
• Soft Calf Leather Lining
• Inner Front Side Zip
•  Extra hard outside shaft;  

Soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
• Optional contrast sole
381296 
STARTING PRICE   $1,095.00 C

A. PETRIE CRYSTAL  
CHANNEL ELEGANCE BOOTS
•  Box Calf Leather with Calf  

Leather Lining
• Inside Front Zip 
• Extra hard outside shaft; soft inside shaft
• 6 cm Spanish Rise
• Fitted ankle
• Patent channel with Swarovski® Crystals
381297   $1,295.00

A B

FE

DESIGN YOUR 
BOOTS

Channel with  
Swarovski® Crystals

Choice of Leather

Contrast Sole

Choice of Stitching

Brogue Toe Cap

Knee Support

Buckle Choice

Create your own unique  
Petrie Boot with custom  

options by calling  
800-303-7849
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**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning
Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, 
loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. 
Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the 
helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for 
any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

HEADLINE IT! LINERS
An ultra thin disposable liner made of three layers. 
Creates a comfortable barrier that absorbs sweat, stains, 
and odors in any hat or helmet. Evaporates sweat, 
keeping your head cooler in the summer and warmer 
in winter. Each liner is designed to be used several times 
then disposed of. Tested and approved for sensitive skin. 
Box of 10.  
36115   $32.50

CHARLES OWEN HAT CLEANER
The helmet cleaner digests dirt and 
grease from the inside of your helmet, 
ensuring it remains clean and pleasant  
to wear. 200ml. 
36142   $14.00

A 
Black

Samshield’s top-of-the-line styles blend elegance with modern technologies. 
Improved discreet ventilation creates riding helmets with exceptional comfort.

Exceptional 
ventilation

Alcantara® 
outer shell

Soft leather 
around harness

Navy

SAMSHIELD® 
SHADOWMATT® HELMET**
Sophisticated design with exceptional 
ventilation. Alcantara® outer shell is made of a 
versatile material that is luxurious and water-
resistant. Covered in a durable, scratch-resistant 
paint that maintains its great look. Inner shell is 
made of polystyrene. A removable and washable 
memory foam liner conforms comfortably to the 
head and won’t compress. Soft leather around 
the harness offers a secure, comfortable fit.  
Black, navy. Sizes 6½-75⁄8.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36553   $549.00

SAMSHIELD® MISS SHIELD  
SHADOWMATT® HELMET**
Long visor and incredible technical features. Inspired by 
classic women’s hats it offers all the technical features of 
a Samshield helmet—better dissipation of the energy 
produced upon impact, exceptional ventilation and 
perfect size adjustment for comfort. Black.  
Sizes 6½-75⁄8. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36674   $608.00

SAMSHIELD® PREMIUM HELMET**
No pressure on forehead for greater comfort. Memory 
foam liner conforms to your head and won’t compress. 
Incredible airflow is funneled under the visor and through 
the durable, polycarbonate shell. Soft leather around the 
harness. Outer shell is made of Alcantara®, a luxurious and 
water-resistant material. Memory foam liner is removable, 
washable and replaceable. Black/Alcantara/matte black. 
Sizes 6½-7⁄8. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36552   $690.00

SAMSHIELD® 
REPLACEMENT  
HELMET LINER
Make the inside of your 
Samshield Helmet just like new! 
Replacement liner is designed to 
replace your existing liner for a 
fresh feeling. Fits all Samshield 
helmets. Black. Sizes 65⁄8-75⁄8. 
36382   $58.00

Find your perfect helmet  
at DressageExtensions.com/Helmets
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PRODUCT OF ITALY

KASK’s patented self-adapting adjustment system in a carbon look, 
allows the helmet to fit the rider’s head perfectly and automatically by 
gently cradling the back of the head. A clever venting system with two 
honeycomb-like aeration grids integrated in the polystyrene provides  
a high level of cooling airflow for optimal comfort. 

Black/ 
matte

  6 3/8-51cm
  6 1/2-52cm
  6 5/8-53cm
  6 3/4-54cm

6 7/8 -55cm
7 - 56cm
7 1/8 - 57cm
7 1/4 - 58cm

7 3/8-59cm
7 1/2-60cm
7 5/8-61cm
7 3/4-62cm

KASK HELMET SIZES

Black

KASK DOGMA HUNTER HELMET**
Technological excellence combined with elegant 
styling. KASK’s patented self-adapting adjusting 
system allows an automatic fit for the rider. Inner 
shell has expanded polystyrene and features three 
levels of densities to offer shock protection with a 
lightweight feel. Two honeycomb-like aeration grids 
built in the polystyrene provides a high volume of 
cooling airflow. Black, navy. Sizes 63/8-73/8.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36933   $549.00

Navy

KASK KOOKI HELMET**
Style, coverage and comfort in perfect harmony. 
A unique equestrian helmet beautifully suited to 
everyday riding, it has a clean, sleek, low-profile look 
that transitions easily from the schooling ring  
to the show ring for riders in every discipline.  
Black/matte. Sizes 63⁄4-77/8.
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
360017   $449.00

KASK KOOKI 
HELMET LINER
Black. Sizes 63⁄4-77/8.
360018   $60.00

Navy Matte/
Gloss ring

Black Matte/ 
Matte Ring

As a leading manufacturer of premium riding helmets and body protectors, Charles Owen  
applies cutting edge research to provide state-of-the-art coverage, fit, comfort and style.

NEW! CHARLES OWEN LUNA HELMET**
Low-profile design meets top safety standards. Innovative 360° ventilation. 
Ventilated Flexzone peak and a removable, washable padded headband. ABS 
outer shell, EPS inner shell and a leather-look cover harness with back tie. 
Extra headbands sold separately. Navy matte/gloss ring, black matte/matte 
ring. Sizes 63/8-7½. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36971   $275.00

NEW! CHARLES OWEN HALO HELMET**
Marries stunning style with the advanced brain protection technology called the 
Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS). With three certifications to 
international equestrian safety standards, it also boasts a 360° ventilation system for 
cooling airflow. Luxuriously thick padding and a washable headband. Extra headbands 
sold separately. Black/black gloss ring. Sizes 63⁄4-7½.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36969   $540.00

Christian Simonson  
© Susan Stickle  
photography
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**Helmet Notice, Disclaimer & Warning
Equestrian sports are inherently dangerous and involve the risk of serious injury or death. Riders using these products ride at their own risk. Helmets cannot offer complete protection from injury or death to riders in case of fall, collision, impact, 
loss of control or otherwise. Helmets offer no protection against injuries involving forces other than impact. Dressage Extensions disclaims any responsibility for injuries or death incurred while wearing any of the helmets offered for sale. 
Representations regarding testing results, equipment ratings, product specifications, ASTM and/or SEI standards, and the adequacy of such standards and designations are made solely by the product’s manufacturer. By purchasing any of the 
helmets offered for sale and using it in an equestrian sport, the purchaser agrees freely and voluntarily to assume all risks related to equestrian sports. The purchaser releases Dressage Extensions from any and all responsibility or liability for 
any injury or death related to any helmet purchased from Dressage Extensions. For full details see: dressageextensions.com/helmet-disclaimer.

X-Small Wide Brim - Matte black/black gloss.  
Size XS(61/8-63/8). 
36788E   $159.99

Matte Blue/ 
Matte Blue/
Brushed Chrome

Matte Black/
Matte Black/
Black Gloss

Matte Black/ 
Carbon Leather/ 
Black Gloss

Matte Black/ 
Matte Black/ 
Matte Black

A. TIPPERARY™ ROYAL HELMET**
Elegant and lightweight. High-density ABS shell, EPS foam liner, Tipperary Fit System™. Nine cooling channels. 
Synthetic leather harness has clip buckle and chin pad. Traditional brim (shell/top center/trim): matte black/matte 
black/matte black, matte blue/matte blue/brushed chrome. Wide brim (shell/top center/trim): matte black/matte 
black/black gloss, matte black/carbon leather/black gloss.  
Sizes S(6½-63⁄4), M(67/8-71/8), L(71/4-7½).   
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36788D   $209.99

A 
Wide brim

ONE K™ DEFENDER ROSE GOLD  
STRIPE HELMET**
Features a pretty rose gold stripe and logo on matte black 
polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer shell. 
Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-
wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability 
and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold. 
Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36716   $289.95

NEW! ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE  
WIDE BRIM HELMET**
Features a matte black polycarbonate and Advanced 
ABS Composite outer shell with a new wide brim for 
additional coverage from the sun. Includes two center 
stripe vents and washable, moisture-wicking and 
anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability and padded 
harness with Fastex buckle. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36715   $289.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER AVANCE  
ROSE GOLD WIDE BRIM HELMET**
Eye-catching rose gold stripe and logo on matte black 
polycarbonate and Advanced ABS Composite outer 
shell with a new wide brim for coverage from the sun. 
Includes two center stripe vents and washable, moisture-
wicking and anti-microbial mesh liner for breathability 
and padded harness with Fastex buckle. Black/rose gold. 
Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36759   $319.95

TIPPERARY™ DEVON TRADITIONAL BRIM 
HELMET WITH MIPS®**
An elegant choice which combines low-profile geometry 
with advanced brain protection technology. Unmatched 
for a customized fit, the Tipperary Retention System 
works in concert with MIPS. It is seamlessly and 
discreetly integrated into the helmet, providing a snug, 
comfortable fit that can be adjusted for hair styles. It 
also accommodates various head shapes. Black/sparkle, 
black/black. Sizes M(6 7/8-7 1/8), L(7 1/4-7 ½).
36988   $399.99
Wide Brim - Same features as above, with wide brim.
36989   $399.99

Black/
Sparkle

Black/Black

EPS foam liner

Tipperary Fit System™

High-density 
ABS shell
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ONE K™ CCS WITH MIPS® HELMET**
The most advanced brain protection technology available. The Multi-Directional 
Impact Protection System. MIPS adds protection against rotational motion 
transmitted to the brain from angled impacts to the head. Black. Sizes S-XL.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36887   $325.00

ONE K™ MIPS® CCS AVANCE WIDE BRIM HELMET** 
Gives you the most advanced brain protection technology available.  
The Multi-Directional Impact Protection System (MIPS) adds protection against 
rotational motion transmitted to the brain from angled impacts to the head.  
ABS outer shell with cooling vents. Removable, washable liner. Black.  
Sizes XS-XL. **ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36975   $359.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER SUEDE HELMET**
One K features polycarbonate and advanced ABS 
composite outer shell, is washable, quick-dry, moisture-
wicking and has anti-microbial liner. Includes stainless 
steel mesh and comfort-padded harness with synthetic 
suede lining and hook and loop adjustment with Fastex 
buckle. Includes two side, two front, one back and two 
center stripe vents. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36566   $309.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER HELMET LINER
Two shells make up all sizes. The base shells are Medium 
and Large. Use the Medium size helmet with a Small or 
X-Small liner to change the fit of the Medium helmet 
into a Small or X-Small. Use the Large size helmet 
with an X-Large or XX-Large liner to change the fit to 
XL-Large or XX-Large. Sizes XS-XXL.
36446    $25.95

ONE K™ DEFENDER MATTE HELMET**
Lightweight, well-ventilated and comfortable, it features 
a lustrous injection-molded outer shell comprised of 
polycarbonate and advanced ABS composite. Removable 
liner is washable, antimicrobial, wicking and quick-
drying. Includes padded harness with synthetic suede 
lining, hook-and-loop adjustment and a Fastex buckle 
with integrated stainless steel mesh vents for cooling 
comfort. Black matte. Sizes XS-XL.  
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36565   $269.95

ONE K™ 
Helmet Size Measurement Hat Size
X-Small 51-52 cm 6 3/8- 6 1/2
Small 53-54 cm 6 5/8 - 6 3/4
Medium 55-56 cm 6 7/8 - 7
Large 57-58 cm 7 1/8 - 7 1/4
X-Large 59-60 cm 7 3/8 - 7 1/2
XX-Large 61-62 cm 7 5/8 - 7 3/4

Find your perfect helmet 
at DressageExtensions.com/Helmets

ONE K™ DEFENDER AIR SUEDE HELMET**
Air pump system for the ultimate in comfort and fit. 
Three hidden air pockets in the helmet liner inflate to 
a desired fit when a concealed air pump is depressed. 
Polycarbonate and advanced ABS injection molded 
outer shell covered in Chamude® synthetic suede 
and 7 steel mesh-covered vents. Padded harness with 
synthetic suede lining, hook-and-loop adjustment and 
Fastex buckle. Washable, quick-dry, moisture-wicking, 
antimicrobial liner. Black. Sizes S-XL. 
**ASTM F1163-15/SEI Certified.
36567   $349.95

PARTNERS IN  performance  |  HELMETS     9



Sky Blue Black
Dark 
Coffee Sky Blue

A. NEW! PIKEUR® ENNIE SHIRT
Sporty top with silvertone quarter zip and prominent Pikeur branding is made with 
stretch to move with you. Serves as a base layer when temperatures grow colder. 
Chili, antique green. Ladies’ 6-14. 
203219   $165.00

C. NEW! PIKEUR® NOREA SHIRT
Winter-weight tech jersey is pleasantly soft and cozy 
with a “clean look” outer surface suited to the stable. 
Breathable, quick-drying fabric with ample stretch is 
styled with zip placket. Rhinestones on stand collar; 
rhinestone logo on sleeve. Sky blue, black. Ladies’ 4-14. 
203218   $145.00

B. NEW! PIKEUR® NIARA JACKET
Made for winter workouts. Polartec® Powerstretch 
fabric repels wind, absorbs sweat and allows freedom of 
movement. Close-fit cut enhances your profile. Shiny 
metal Vislon® zippers on the front placket and side 
pockets. Stand collar and rhinestone branding on sleeve. 
Dark coffee, sky blue. Ladies’ 4-14. 
401074   $279.00

D. NEW! PIKEUR® NIA FULL-SEAT BREECH
Technical, extreme-stretch performance jersey feels as 
comfortable as a tight. Elasticized Lurex® inserts in the 
wide waistband let it fit snugly, yet comfortably. Silicone 
print full seat provides grip, with an integrated pocket 
can keep your mobile phone handy. Medium rise, front 
zipper, stretch bottoms. Strass branding on side strip 
and subtle rhinestone application below pocket. Dark 
shadow, taupe. Ladies’ 24-32, regular. 
351145   $325.00

B 
Dark Coffee

C 
Sky Blue

A Chili

A Antique Green

D 
Dark Shadow

Taupe
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C. PIKEUR® JUNA SHOW COAT
Offering a contemporary fit and superior comfort. 
Highly elastic fabric and discreet, tonal mesh along the 
back of the shoulders and down the sides for optimal 
breathability. Sleeves are lined in smooth fabric, and 
the body is lined with mesh. Shorter hem and double 
back vents with shorter slits. Hidden zip and angled zip 
pockets. Black. Ladies’ 36-42. 
400724   $490.00

White Navy

Elevated Athleticism!
NEW! 

Strategic 
seaming for a 
flattering fit

Pikeur logo 
on cuff

Crystal application 
on placket

Always a leader in new fabrics and colors, 
Pikeur® represents the finest German breeches 

and is internationally famous for exceptional fit 
and quality. The choice of Olympic and  

World Champions.

Shop Pikeur’s sophisticated style   
at DressageExtensions.com/Pikeur

A. PIKEUR® ORIANA  
COMPETITION SHIRT
Made to ensure comfort on show day. Lightweight, 
extremely stretchy fabric. Covered button placket is 
detailed with a crystal application to lend fashionable 
sparkle. White, navy. Ladies’ 34-42. 
203115   $145.00

D. PIKEUR® PLASTRON  
STOCK TIE
3-in-1 design with interchangeable 
VELCRO® appliqué. White.
202256    $75.00

B. PIKEUR® LUCINDA FULL-GRIP BREECH
A modern design with a modified low rise sits lower in 
front, but rises in back for complete coverage. Premium 
quality performance fabric provides superb support, 
moisture wicking and durability. A slip-resistant and 
durable silicone grip seat with innovative PU finish 
offers exceptional sticking power. Front zipper with 
slide clasp closure and button detail, belt loops and 
front-zip pocket. White. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. 
351075  $315.00

A

B C

D
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Black Rubin
BlackA

Dust BlueB

Dust Blue Cypress

Rubin Dark Blue Black

Shimmery  
threads on collar 
and waistband

Feminine cut

Bi-elastic 
performance 
fleece

B. NEW! CAVALLO® BELLY SHIRT
Lightweight, high-stretch riding top with quarter-zip 
placket and stand collar present a polished look. Cavallo 
brand details add sporty style. Dust blue, cypress. 
Ladies’ 8-14. 
203242   $72.00

A. NEW! CAVALLO® BAYDA SWEATSHIRT
A lightweight yet cozy layer with stand-up collar, two-
way zipper and elasticized cuffs. Bi-elastic performance 
fleece with a smooth surface is cut to create a feminine 
fit. Shimmering threads run through collar and 
waistband; zip pulls on the placket and front pockets 
have crystal accents. Black, rubin. Ladies’ 8-14. 
203241   $102.00

D. NEW! CAVALLO® CELINE X GRIP BREECH
Elegant and athletic, plus sparkling details. Italian soft 
shell fabric is highly stretchy and extremely soft with 
a slightly brushed inner surface. Offers a beautiful fit 
and shape retention. Medium-high rise and extra-wide, 
three-button waistband with back yoke for a great fit 
when seated. Open front pockets and crystal-adorned 
back pockets. CAVA TEC GRIP full seat; stretchy 
bottoms. Taupe. Ladies’ 22-32, regular. 
351151   $270.00

C. NEW! CAVALLO® CAMILLE  
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Comfort of riding tights with the look of classic breeches. 
Flexible, silicone grip full seat has an attractive equestrian 
pattern, weaving a “chain” with the Cavallo stirrup logo. 
Medium-high rise. Two slant front pockets and two 
zip front pockets. Mobile phone pocket with sparkling 
Lurex® detailing. Stretch panel bottoms. Rubin,  
dark blue, black. Ladies’ 22-32, regular. 
351154   $142.00

Cavallo produces high-quality equestrian apparel characterized by fashion and functionality,  
which complement each other perfectly. In national and international equestrian sports, Cavallo’s 
products are widely used and enjoy an extremely high reputation among riders. Cavallo has been  

the outfitter of the "German Olympics Committee for riding" (DOKR) for 30 years.

C D
Rubin
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Dark Blue Rubin

Coco 
Leopard Black

NEW! CAVALLO® BREE JACKET
Casual oversized jacket warms you with soft, fluffy, 
realistic faux lambskin inside. Jersey-lined hood can be 
fixed in back to prevent flapping. Two front pocket snap 
closed. Two-way front zipper has crystal embellished 
pull. Tonal Cavallo embroidery accents the left sleeve; 
brand details throughout. Mid-grey. Ladies’ 8-12. 
401092   $112.00

NEW! CAVALLO® BELANA VEST
Fluffy faux fur vest with fixed hood has little touches 
of metallic shimmer in the drawstring of the collar, 
trim and metal logo plaque. Two-way front zipper 
and pocket zips have pulls with crystal accents. Brand 
embroidery adorns the chest. Truffle. Ladies’ 8-14. 
401093   $108.00

GOODE RIDER™ VOGUE  
JEAN FULL SEAT
Composition of specifically twisted yarns for incredible 
stretch and recovery. Mid-rise waist, contour stretch 
waistband and silicone gripper dots on the full seat. 
Fabric provides enough stretch that there is no need 
for a sock closure at the leg bottom. Subtle whips and 
horseshoe embroidery on the back pockets. Blue/black 
denim. Ladies’ 24-36, regular or long. 
350124   $189.00

NEW! GOODE RIDER™ GLAM SPORTS SHIRT
Streamlined silhouette in stretchy bamboo-cotton fabric 
with a fleece interior. Cooling mesh vents at back neck 
and thumbhole sleeves. Cover-stitched princess seams. 
Mock neck, zip placket and zip back pocket. Logo on 
chest with crystal accents. Coco leopard, black.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14). 
203239   $95.00

NEW! CAVALLO® BRITA VEST
Lightweight insulation made of animal-friendly 
synthetic down. Sporty stand-up collar blocks 
wind and a fashionable check lining adds a touch 
of fun. Two-way front zipper with reflective trim 
and storm flap, two front zippered pockets.  
Dark blue, rubin. Ladies’ 8-14. 
401091   $118.00

GOODE RIDER™  
EQUESTRIAN JEAN FULL SEAT
The ultimate jean breech for in-seat grip and fashion. 
Denim fabric with four-way stretch and Stretch Ultra™ 
full seat for grip and flexibility. Modified mid-rise with 
a Custom Fit waistband for comfort and coverage. 
Front jean-style pockets. Hook-and-loop leg closures 
at the hems keep this breech secure inside boots or half 
chaps. Vintage wash. Ladies’ 24-36, regular or long. 
35946   $179.00
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Made in Italy

Equiline was founded in the province of  
Padua, Italy in 1989 by two brothers, Paolo 
and Renato Marchetto. Combining their passion 
and expertise, the brothers have been supplying 
fashion brands since the 1970s. Today,  
Equiline is internationally established in  
more than 60 countries.

B. NEW! EQUILINE GARDEG SHOW SHIRT
Breathability & freedom to move. Designed with a 
feminine fit, it presents a polished look under a show 
jacket. Crisp white poplin bib, collar with crystal-button 
closure and matching cuffs with logo embroidery. Silver 
Lurex, white. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10).
203401   $235.00

A

A. EQUILINE AMBERK SHOW SHIRT
Always in fashion with its hidden buttons and smart 
embroidered logo on the collar. This competition top is 
made for comfort in stretchable, breathable and textural 
three-dimensional fabric. White. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), 
M(6), L(8), XL(10).
203170   $250.00

NEW! EQUILINE CAMILC  
TRAINING TOP
Beautifully branded training top offers 
softness and warmth in breathable, 
quick-dry stretch fabric. Quarter-zip, 
stand collar and a comfortable fit make 
it an ideal shirt for daily rides. Graffiti 
grey, blue. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), M(6), 
L(8), XL(10).
203392   $165.00

B

NEW! EQUILINE CORDAC 
SHOW SHIRT
Attractive and smart with mesh short 
sleeves for superior breathability. 
Designed for show-day comfort with 
soft, stretchy and breathable fabric in 
the body. Stand collar with logo and a 
quarter-zip placket. White/blue. Ladies’ 
XS(2), S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10).
203393   $185.00

NEW! EQUILINE GILIAG 
SWEATSHIRT
Luxurious, breathable comfort and 
equestrian style for casual times. 
Rhinestone and glitter print logo. Two 
front pockets perfect for warming hands. 
White, black. Ladies’ XS(2), S(4), M(6), 
L(8), XL(10).
203391   $240.00

NEW! EQUILINE COBEF  
FULL-GRIP BREECH
Offers athletic comfort and style in 
B-Move performance fabric with the 
breathability to help keep you cool and 
the stretch to let you ride freely. Full grip 
system for in-saddle stability. Stretch 
bottoms fit smoothly into boots. Mid 
rise. Night grey, blue. Ladies’ 24-34.
351216   $400.00

ITALIAN Designs

Silver 
Lurex White

Silver Lurex

Night grey

Night 
grey Blue

White

White BlackBlue
Graffiti 
grey
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Plum

Dark Grey

Dark Grey

Medium 
Grey Blue Navy

Blue Navy
Grey 
Melange

Medium 
Grey

Charcoal 
Grey

Explore more designs from Equiline  
at DressageExtensions.com/Equiline

Vestrum designs for riders and horses present timeless 
style tailored to the modern equestrian. The brand 

approaches dressage as a sport, a lifestyle and a sense 
of community combined, and creates products that are 
comfortable, technologically advanced and elegant for 
training, competition and leisure time. Made in Italy.

NEW! VESTRUM KARLSTAD  
TRAINING SHIRT
Aids your every movement in bi-elastic technical fabric. 
Styled for a comfortable fit, it wicks moisture to keep 
skin dry. Quarter-zip placket and Vestrum artwork on 
back. Medium grey, charcoal grey. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), 
M(8), L(10), XL(12).
203238   $250.00

NEW! VESTRUM MORZINE JACKET
From saddle to street, you’ll appreciate the versatility. 
Bi-elastic soft shell with a water-resistant surface 
ensures the highest technical performance and extreme 
durability. Red. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), 
XL(12). Made in Italy. 
401090   $550.00

NEW! VESTRUM AOSTA SHOW SHIRT
Beautiful technical fabric allows freedom of movement. 
Wicks away moisture fast and does not need to be 
ironed. Handmade front bib has a clean look with the 
zipper placed on the left shoulder. Black, dark grey. 
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). Made in Italy. 
203236   $230.00

Light 
BeigePlum

NEW! VESTRUM PADOLA SHOW SHIRT
Be comfortable and look beautiful. Easy-to-wear 
technical shirt with a color-blocked bib has a hidden 
side zipper at the left shoulder. Trendy placement zipper 
gives the front a clean look and promotes easy on/off. 
Stand collar closes at the side. Plum, light beige. Ladies’ 
XS(4), S(6), M(8), L(10), XL(12).  Made in Italy. 
203235   $210.00

NEW! VESTRUM AVORIAZ SWEATSHIRT
Branded sweatshirt with hood offers cozy comfort in  
a beautiful cotton blend. Perfect for everyday wear.  
Blue navy, grey mélange. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8), 
L(10), XL(12). Made in Italy. 
203237   $200.00

Black

Back detail

IMPECCABLE Tailoring
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White/ 
Light Grey BlackPewter

Pewter

Black Dark Navy

Pewter

Dark Navy White

ROMFH® SARAFINA BREECH
Flattering contoured waistband, strategically placed 
back yoke and wide non-binding fit allows you to 
look your best. Features a suede full seat and vertical 
stretch suede Softtouch™ micro-PU fabric for the 
softest, most comfortable technical breech on the 
market. Pewter, white/light grey, black.   
Ladies’ 26-34, regular or long. 
35869   $189.95 

ROMFH® ISABELLA FULL GRIP  
SILICONE FULL SEAT
Cooling “Soft-Touch” fabric in a flattering, curvy cut. 
With a high-waist fit desired by top-level riders. Silicone 
print on the seat for a secure grip without the bulk of 
a full-seat layer. Includes a wide flat waistband with 
double belt loops and lightweight woven stretch ankles. 
Pewter, black, dark navy.  Ladies’ 24-36, regular. 
350344   $199.95

Fit for Every Figure!

NEW! ARISTA® ELEGANCE TOP
Mid-weight, high-stretch fabric with SPF 
50 and a feminine fit. Wicks moisture 
to keep skin cool and dry and provides 
antimicrobial, antibacterial odor control. 
Quarter-zip, stand collar and long sleeves. 
Merlot. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(6-8), 
L(9-12), XL(12-14). 
203229   $130.00

NEW! ARISTA® FALL IN LOVE TOP
Reveals your polished equestrian style. 
Mid-weight, high-stretch fabric with SPF 
50 provides substantial coverage and a 
feminine fit. Wicks moisture and provides 
antimicrobial, antibacterial odor control. 
Quarter-zip, stand collar and long sleeves. 
Fall in love. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),  
M(6-8), L(9-12), XL(12-14). 
203231   $140.00

NEW! ARISTA® MAGIC TOP
Feminine-fit top in mid-weight, high-
stretch fabric shields skin with SPF 50. 
Active moisture wicking for comfort and 
antimicrobial, antibacterial properties for 
odor control. Quarter-zip, stand collar 
and long sleeves. Magic. Ladies’ XS(0-2), 
S(4-6), M(6-8), L(9-12), XL(12-14). 
203230   $140.00

NEW! B VERTIGO DREA FULL-SEAT BREECH
The perfect style statement. With its medium-high 
waistband, the Drea is extremely flattering, flexible 
and highly stretchy. Pleat detail in back adds a special 
elegance. The silicone print full seat ensures movability 
with stick. A sparkly crystal logo on the thigh completes 
the look. Stretch bottoms. Dark navy, white. Ladies’ 
22-32, regular. 
351124A   $189.99

NEW! B VERTIGO TERRI JACKET
Take the chill off everyday training rides. 
Warm fleece will bring you through 
winter, while breathable fabric keeps you 
comfortable. Front zip, hood and a subtle 
B Vertigo logo on the sleeve. Dark grey. 
Ladies’ 4-14. 
203169   $79.99

Dark 
Navy

White

Pewter
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Dijon OakRioja Oak Rioja

Oak

Black Port

Navy

Navy Oak
Black OakBlack Oak

NEW! MY LEMIEUX®  
WATERPROOF RIDING COAT
Seals out snow, sleet and rain! Waterproof outer with 
taped seam construction. DuPont® synthetic filling and 
a fleece lining for warmth. Double front closure with 
two-way zip. Discreet magnetic opening in back for 
riding. Elastic leg straps secure side panels. Removable 
hood. Navy, oak. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
401059    $303.95

NEW! MY LEMIEUX® LOIRE SHORT COAT
Function and style in an unrestrictive fit. Insulating 
quilted front and back panels and knit side panels with 
discreet stretch. High-quality synthetic filling and an 
improved outer fabric ensure the ultimate comfort. 
Faux-fur lined high collar can be rolled down or  
zipped up. Black, oak. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
401061   $209.95

NEW! MY LEMIEUX® LOIRE VEST
Synergizes function and style. Unrestrictive fit with 
insulating quilted front and back panels and knit side 
panels with discreet stretch. High-quality synthetic 
filling and an improved outer fabric ensure ultimate 
comfort. Faux-fur lined high collar can be rolled down 
or zipped up. Black, oak. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
401062   $151.95

NEW! MY LEMIEUX® BASE LAYER
Works to keep your skin dry and 
comfortable. Four-way stretch odor-
resistant fabric pulls moisture away 
while an added ultraviolet protection 
treatment helps shield your skin from 
the sun. Rioja, dijon, oak. Ladies’ XS(2), 
S(4-6), M(8), L(10), XL(12). 
203174   $69.95

NEW! MY LEMIEUX®  
MOLLIE HOODIE
Snuggle into cozy comfort in soft, 
brushed fleece with ribbed trim and 
relaxed fit. Soft sherpa fleece lines the 
hood and the relaxed fit lets you move 
(or lounge) easily. Oak, rioja.  
Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
203176   $79.95

NEW! MY LEMIEUX®  
PULL-ON BREECH
A seamless, mid-rise design with wide, 
elasticized waistband and cellphone 
pocket on the thigh. Lightweight 
technical fabric with extreme stretch 
and silicone full seat. Tapered lower 
legs in a stretch-sleeve design. Black, 
port. Ladies’ 2, 4-6, 8, 10, 12, 14. 
351126   $115.95

Rioja

BlackBlack

Black
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A. KASTEL THE CHARLOTTE COLLECTION SHIRT
Whisper-like softness with built-in UPF 30 protection and antibacterial odor 
reduction. Cooling inner mesh sleeves, quarter-zip neckline and fitted wrist.  
Navy/red, black/turquoise, light blue/white. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). 
201644   $75.00

Navy/Red Light Blue/White
Black/ 
Turquoise

Charlotte 
Jorst

A Navy/Red

Canyon 
Rose Teal Eggplant

Canyon  
Rose

NEW! KASTEL ROMA SHIRT
In trendy teal and Kastel’s signature paisley. Quarter-zip 
top has raglan sleeve construction to eliminate shoulder 
seams that can feel restrictive. Breathable, lightweight, 
four-way stretch fabric is rated UPF 30. Power mesh 
under-sleeve inserts. Teal/paisley. Ladies’ XS(0-2),   
S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203222   $81.00

NEW! KASTEL SARAH SHIRT
Subtle ruching lends a contemporary touch. 
Lightweight, stretchy athletic top with UPF 30. 
Comfortable raglan sleeves have cooling mesh panels. 
Quarter-zip adjusts ventilation at the front. Canyon 
rose, teal, eggplant. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),   
L(12-14), XL(16). 
203220   $76.00

NEW! KASTEL BOHEMIAN  
DREAMER SHIRT
Contemporary styling and athletic performance meet. 
Lightweight, breathable fabric with four-way stretch 
comes in an exclusive Kastel paisley print. UPF 30, 
sporty striped trim, quarter-zip and feminine fit. 
Paisley. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). 
203221   $92.00
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Discover more Kastel apparel 
at DressageExtensions.com/Kastel

SUN SHIRTSThat Pop!

B. NEW! KASTEL VANESSA SHIRT
Rich eggplant body and watercolor floral 
raglan sleeves with powermesh under-sleeve 
panels for airflow. Breathable, lightweight, 
four-way stretch performance fabric is rated 
UPF 30. Eggplant/watercolor. Ladies’  
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203224   $81.00

A. NEW! KASTEL ALLEGRA SHIRT
A signature watercolor floral in a full 
spectrum of feminine colors, with a rose gold 
colored quarter-zip. Breathable, four-way 
stretch fabric rated UPF 30 helps protect skin 
from ultraviolet rays. Long sleeves have power 
mesh inserts for cooling. Watercolor. Ladies’ 
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203225   $92.00

NEW! KASTEL  
JULIETTE JACKET
A must-have style and fit. Full-zip with 
a flattering, feminine cut features a 
signature leopard print and canyon rose 
stripes. Four-way stretch for freedom of 
movement. UPF 50 shields skin.  
Black/animal. Ladies’  XS(0-2), S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203228   $84.00

NEW! KASTEL MARIAH SHIRT
Make a statement as you protect your skin 
from the sun. Stylish athletic top boasts 
performance textured mesh at the lower 
sleeves, upper back and raglan seams to 
provide the high-performance breathability 
you need for serious riding. UPF 30.  
Black/animal. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203226   $84.00

NEW! KASTEL  
SAVANNAH SHIRT
Contemporary styling with contrast 
stitching creates a figure-flattering 
silhouette. Classic quarter-zip placket 
provides adjustable ventilation at the 
front. Lightweight, UPF 30 fabric with 
raglan sleeves and cooling mesh under 
sleeves. Animal. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), 
M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203227   $89.00

NEW! KASTEL DENMARK 
SAMANTHA FULL-SEAT TIGHT
Supports your athleticism with four-way 
stretch fabric. Mid rise, with silicone 
full seat, side pockets and self-stretch 
bottoms. In black with animal print  
and canyon rose stripe details.  
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16). 
351148   $124.00

A

B
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Rhinestone  
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logo

Dry Touch  
fabric keeps  
you cool

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE PAGE SHIRT
Updated this season with feminine detailing! Combines top riding comfort with trendy style. Soft, breathable, 
quick-drying fabric with Dry Touch helps you stay cool and offers antibacterial odor control. Styled with a  
quarter-zip and stand collar. Decorative yoke with rhinestones, lace trim at the side seams and a sparkling logo  
on the chest. Zephyr, gray mélange, jeans blue. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203214   $97.50

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
WINTER PAGE SHIRT 
Training top is comfortable, practical and stylish! Soft, 
stretchy fabric has a brushed inner as light insulation. 
Decorative stitching accents sporty seams. Reflective 
branding throughout makes you more visible in dim 
light. Reflective piping trims the quarter-zip placket.  
Walnut, jeans blue. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10),  
L(12-14), XL(16).  
203211   $79.95

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE FELIA JACKET
Lightweight yet cozy jacket with a removable hood 
trimmed in synthetic fur. Flattering fitted shape and 
the coverage of a fantasy-quilted, water-repellent outer. 
Embroidered high collar, two zip pockets, interior chest 
pocket, front zip with leather pull. Logo print lining. 
Graphite, jeans blue. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), 
L(12-14), XL(16). 
401069   $195.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE MALIA VEST
A whimsical quilt pattern adds interest to this flattering 
vest. Water-repellent outer and high padded collar 
embellished with embroidery. Zip pockets. Leather tab 
on front zip. Brand detail. Jeans blue, walnut.  
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
401071   $139.95

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
RUBY SWEAT JACKET
Luxuriously soft with a velvet lining. High-stretch outer 
has elasticized cuffs and hem to seal out drafts. Princess 
seaming with decorative stitching. High collar with 
quilted nylon lining is accented with embroidery and 
rhinestones. Zip pockets. Jeans blue, walnut.  
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203207   $139.95

Graphite Jeans 
Blue

Jeans 
Blue

Walnut

Zephyr
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NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE  
CAROL SWEATSHIRT
Warm, hooded layer provides a feminine fit. Jersey-
lined hood, decorated with ribbon, can be fastened to 
the back to prevent flapping. Tonal embroidery and 
a rhinestone motif adorn the front. Zip pockets with 
branded zippers. Rubber logo badge on one sleeve. True 
navy. Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203202   $115.95

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE ALUNA SHIRT
Fun, casual and warm style. Bonded, stretch material 
has a soft, brushed inner. Ribbed roll neck, reflective 
logo print and flag label on the hem. Walnut.  
Ladies’ XS(4), S(6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16). 
203210   $95.00

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE WINTER HEATHER 
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Premium quality cold-weather breech with fashionable 
touches and a mid rise. High-stretch, winter-weight 
fabric with a silicone print full seat, stretch panel 
bottoms and curved back yoke provides a flattering  
fit. Glittering piping front and back. Front-zip  
pockets and right side cellphone pocket. Graphite. 
Ladies’ 24-34, regular. 
351143   $199.95

NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE GLAMOUR  
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Piping in key areas gives this mid-rise breech standout 
style. Resilient fabric has amazing stretch and recovery. 
Double back yoke allows a superior fit, and strategically 
placed seams prevent rubs. Front welt pocket, mobile 
phone side pockets, silicone print full seat and sock-
style stretch bottoms. Silicone print logo detail.  
True navy. Ladies’ 24-34, regular. 
351144   $229.95
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Mink Link

Details make the difference.  
Visit us at DressageExtensions.com/Apparel

AA® PLATINUM COLLECTION  
MOTIONLITE SHADBELLY
Ideal in hot weather. Extremely lightweight and 
breathable shadbelly zips neatly on bodice under the 
buttons giving a smooth silhouette without gapping. 
Includes interchangeable buttons for different looks. 
Machine washable and quick-dry. Black.  
Ladies’ S(4), M(6), L(8), XL(10). 
400870    $399.95

Black

HORSEWARE® SARA COMPETITION SHIRT
Athletic and graceful. Cool, breathable short sleeve 
in a sporty fit with capped sleeves. Coolmax® wicking 
technology and antibacterial properties. Quarter-zip 
front and single snap collar trimmed in silver. Pretty 
lace cut-out detail in back adds a feminine touch!  
White, black. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(6-8), M(8-10),  
L(10-12), XL(12-14).  
200577   $62.95

Mink Link

ROMFH® MICROFIBER BLING STOCK TIE
Pre-tied with clear crystals along front band, adjustable 
snap neck collar and an inner Chill-factor™ panel to help 
keep you cool and comfortable. Smooth matte micro-
weave feels silky with a neat, crisp appearance. White.
202617    $49.95

FITS® WHITE ROSE SHOW SHIRT
Soft and gorgeous rose patterned jacquard fabric with 
feminine lines and a pearlized snap collar and front 
placket. Breathable, 4-way stretch for maximum 
comfort under your show coat. White. Ladies’  
XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12-14), XL(16-18).
202661   $59.00

NEW! GOODE RIDER™ IDEAL SHOW SHIRT
Designed to ride. Soft, stretchy bamboo-blend fabric 
that wicks moisture and offers antibacterial odor 
resistance. Discreet mesh vents under the armholes 
add breathability. Mock neck and quarter-zip placket. 
Embroidery logo patch on chest. Mink link, black 
camo, paprika heather. Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6),  
M(8-10), L(12), XL(14). 
203240   $79.00

White

Black Camo
Paprika 
Heather

NEW! GOODE RIDER™  
GLAM SPORTS SHIRT
Stretchy bamboo-cotton fabric with a fleece interior. 
Naturally moisture-wicking and antibacterial. Mesh 
vents at back neck and long thumbhole sleeves. Mock 
neck, zip placket and zip back pocket. Logo embroidery 
on chest with crystal accents. Coco leopard, black. 
Ladies’ XS(0-2), S(4-6), M(8-10), L(12), XL(14).
203239   $95.00

Black

Black
Coco 
leopard
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CAVALLO® VIENNA  
ALCANTRA® SHADBELLY
Vienna Alcantra (a sueded fabric) with rhinestones  
and exclusive Lurex piping on collar and points.  
Sofileta soft-shell fabric is light and active with 
bi-stretch. Highly breathable, water repellent, heat 
regulating and dirt repellent. Includes a set of plain 
black points. Black/anthracite. Ladies’ 6-16, regular. 
400851   $1,095.00

Navy

Black

EQUILINE X-SHAPE 
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Extraordinary fit and special push-up function.  
Highly technical, comfortable riding breeches made  
with elasticized textile as well as inserts to support your 
body and balance while riding. White. Ladies’ 24(40), 
26(42), 28(44), 30(46), 32(48), regular.
350717   $440.00

Black

Back Collar Detail
Black

EQUILINE BELLA SHADBELLY
Dressage Extensions Exclusive! Featuring X-Cool  
Evo technical fabric that is super breathable, has stretch 
and is water-repellent. Leather and petite beaded trim 
on collar, points and buttons. Subtle elegance with 
Swarovski®crystals. Adjustable weights in the tails.  
Black, navy. Ladies’ 8-18. 
400844   $1,595.00

Black Navy

EQUILINE GIOIA SHOW JACKET
Best Seller! Made of the same X-Cool fabric as the 
Marilyn, above. Collar back and points have faceted 
crystals matching the coat color and adding subtle 
elegance. Crystal elements on the buttons create a 
stunning effect. Black, navy. Ladies’ 4-14. 
400838   $995.00

Navy

EQUILINE MARILYN SHADBELLY
Best Seller!  The X-Cool Evo technical fabric is extremely 
elastic as well as resistant to abrasions, stains and water. 
Adjustable weights in tails allow customization. Collar 
back and points have faceted crystals matching the coat 
color. Crystal elements on buttons. Black, navy.  
Ladies’ 6(42), 8(44), 10(46), 12(48).
400840   $1,395.00

Black

Black

Black

Navy

CAVALLO® ESTORIL  
CRYSTAL SHOW COAT
Super-stretchy and light. Cavashell® soft-shell is 
breathable, temperature regulating, quick drying, water 
and dirt repellent. Back mesh insert for ventilation. 
Silver piping on collar and logo buttons with solitaire 
crystal. Rhinestones dot front pockets and double-
vented back waist. Navy, black. Ladies’ 8-14, regular.
400854   $536.00
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A

Lifelong equestrian, avid athlete and fashion 
designer, Laura Romfh, created the Romfh® brand 
of equestrian apparel to deliver style, comfort and 

athletic performance benefits to riders. 

A. ROMFH® MEN’S COMPETITOR SHIRT
Classic button-down with removable tie stay. Crisp 
microfiber collar and cuffs, super-light back yoke, a 
solid front with discreet micro-mesh sleeves and back 
that will help keep you cool. Cool-touch™ microfiber 
with Chill-factor™ fabric with Powerfresh™ keeps  
you smelling fresh. White. Men’s S(40), M(42),  
L(44), XL(46). 
202034   $99.95

B C

B. EQUI-LOGIC MEN’S WIDE NECK TIE
Classic wide neck tie. Untied. Piqué cotton.  White. 
202713   $30.95

C. SHOWQUEST MEN’S TIE
Elegant show tie made of satin. Made in England. White. 
202618   $25.95 

Navy/Charcoal
D

The Well-Dressed Rider
D. NOBLE OUTFITTERS™  
CASPIAN MOCK NECK SHIRT
Power stretch fleece fits all body shapes with practical 
ease. Opti-Dry Technology allows you to remain 
comfortable and dry at all times; built-in UPF 
protection is ideal for warmer days and added skin 
coverage. Dropped back hem provides modesty both on 
and off the horse. Quarter-zip closure with zipper guard 
to protect chin. Raglan sleeves ensures free range of 
motion. Thumbhole cuffs and reflective logo detailing. 
Navy/charcoal, charcoal/black. Men’s XS-XXL. 
202080   $49.95

Charcoal/
Black

E. HORZE GRAND PRIX FULL-SEAT  
BREECH WITH SILICONE GRIP
Contoured waistband creates a great fit. Silicone print 
full seat delivers a solid grip. Elastic leg bottoms provide 
a smooth and comfortable fit inside snug tall boots. 
Water- and dirt-repellent surface. Medium waist and  
no pleats. Black, white. Men's 28-40.
350970  $149.99

E 
Black

White
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D. CAVALLO® ROMA MEN’S  
DRESSAGE SHADBELLY
Crisp tailoring with elegant satin silver piping on the 
collar and points. Coat is light and active in the Sofileta 
Softshell fabric which has two-way stretch that is highly 
breathable, water and dirt repellent, heat regulating and 
extremely comfortable to wear. Navy/grey, black/grey. 
Men’s 38-44, regular. 
400853   $895.00

A 

D 
Navy/Grey

Light, two-way 
stretch is highly 
breathable

Heat regulating 
and extremely 
comfortable

Water 
& dirt 
repellent

Black/Grey

B 
Black

Twilight

A. CAVALLO® MONACO MEN’S COAT
Elegant satin silver piping on the collar. Light and 
active in the new soft Sofileta Softshell fabric with 
two-way stretch that is highly breathable, water and dirt 
repellent, heat regulating and extremely comfortable to 
wear. Black. Men’s 38-44, regular. 
400855   $495.00

B. CAVALLO® MEN’S CONAN 
G MOBILE FULL-SEAT BREECH
Clean, modern lines. Functional fabric for maximum 
wear and ample stretch. Anti-slip CAVA TEC® GRIP 
PU full seat provides optimum hold. Styled with a 
straight, elasticized waist and a seamless ergonomic cut 
in the knee area. Stretch panel bottoms fit smoothly 
inside boots. Two front slit pockets, one back zip pocket 
sized to hold a cellphone. Black, twilight. Men’s 30-40 
regular, 36-38 long. 
351087   $235.00

C. CAVALLO® MEN’S COLIN  
FULL-SEAT BREECH
Timeless styling with front pleats. Comfortable, durable 
and stretchy performance fabric with a CAVASOFT® 
full seat for grip. Elasticized waistband with belt loops, 
front zipper, two front pockets and one back zip 
pocket. Stretch panel bottoms fit smoothly inside boots. 
Twilight, black. Men’s 30-40, regular; 36-38, long. 
351088   $230.00

Black

C 
Twilight
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Ultimate Grip & Style!

Shop our full collection of gloves  
for schooling and show at   

DressageExtensions.com/ShowGloves

HAUKESCHMIDT 
RISENBECK OIL TAC® 
LEATHER GLOVES
Woven nylon material with Pittards® 
Oil Tac leather on the palm hand 
for a perfect grip, even in humid 
weather. Mokka. Sizes 6-9  
(full and half sizes).
39237   $120.00

HAUKESCHMIDT 
FOREVER GLOVES
Handmade of Pittards® 
Armotan leather. The 
leather structure is made 
of special fiber encased by 
“Armour plates”, which is 
more resistant to abrasion 
and increases the durability 
of the leather. Black,  
grey/black. Sizes 6-9.
39245   $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT 
GALAXY GLOVES
Made in Germany. 
An elegant riding glove 
made of finest sheep 
leather. Smooth but 
durable leather ensures 
a perfect fit. This 
glove keeps its wearing 
comfort even at highest 
strain. White, navy, 
black. Sizes 6-9. 
39244   $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT 
FINEST II OIL TAC® 
LEATHER GLOVES
Made in Germany. 
Pittards® Oil Tac technology 
engineered to enhance 
the grip in all conditions. 
Specialized polymers rise to 
the surface to replenish and 
maintain grip. Mocha/light 
brown, black (available in 
half sizes). Sizes 6-9. 
39236   $90.00

HAUKESCHMIDT 
ARABELLA GLOVES
Made in Germany.  
Unique stretch material 
at the knuckles assures 
a perfect fit. Innovative 
leather treatment keeps fit 
comfortable even at highest 
strain. Perfect for schooling 
or show. Black, navy, 
white, light brown (half 
sizes available). Sizes 6-9. 
39235   $90.00

ROECKL® ROECK-GRIP® GLOVES
Top quality German design. Features exclusive 
Roeck-Grip synthetic leather for a polished look and 
exceptional feel. Touch screen compatibility provides 
optimal convenience as you won’t have to remove your 
glove to use your smartphone. Slim and stylish with 
textured palms for grip and VELCRO® brand back 
closures with subtle branding. Washable. Grey, navy, 
white, black, mocha/brown, black/brown. Sizes 61/2-9. 
3959   $49.95

HORZE EVELYN BREATHABLE GLOVES
Combines comfort and style. Breathable, stretchable 
gloves help you grip the reins in the heat and humidity. 
The palms are extra flexible and offer superior 
performance when driving or riding. White, black. 
Sizes 6-10.  
39303   $34.99

ROECKL® ROECK-GRIP® LITE 
UNISEX GLOVES
Summer weight glove is touch screen-
friendly and has Roeckl’s exclusive 
Roeck-Grip performance textile on palms 
for maximum grip. Breathable Micro 
Mesh for comfort on hot summer days. 
Hook-and-loop closure is accented with 
a metallic logo plaque. Washable. Black, 
white. Sizes 61/2-9. 
39240   $49.95

ROECKL® MUENSTER GLOVES
Breathable Vita Lycra® backhand and 
micro-perforated ROECK-AIR palm  
is touch screen-friendly. Pair.  
Black, grey. Sizes 61/2-9. 
39239   $62.95 
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MADE IN GERMANY

Abrasion-
resistant 
Ceraspace

Reinforced 
in key areas

UVEX VENTRAXXION GLOVES
4-D stretch material guarantees a superb fit. Stretchy 
fabric inserts and perforations on the fingers for 
ventilation. Touchscreen compatible, optimized for  
long manicured fingernails! Black, brown, navy.  
Sizes 6/7, 7/8, 8/9, 9/10, 10/11.
39261   $43.00

SSG® GRAND PRIX RIDING GLOVE  
WITH CRYSTALS
Washable Aquasuede Plus® adds function to the 
fashionable rhinestones on the tab closure. 
Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-9.
39015   $45.95

SSG® HYBRID RIDING GLOVES
Cabretta leather back with a synthetic Aquasuede®  
palm. This glove has excellent breathability, durability 
and comfort. White, black, brown. Unisex sizes 6-10.
39059   $35.95

SSG® TECHNICAL GLOVES
Superior grip whether wet or dry. Aquasuede® palm for  
a feather touch is breathable yet durable. Black, white.  
Unisex sizes 6-10.
39078   $30.95

SSG® LYCROCHET HORSESHOE  
BACK GLOVES
Pigskin palm with reinforcements on the fingers in areas 
of rein contact. Crochet back. Black, natural. Sizes 6-9.
3996   $24.95

UVEX CERAVENT GLOVES
Dramatic new technical glove is made of 
Ceraspace, a ceramic-coated, abrasions-resistant, 
material. Lightweight soft-touch material. 
Secure fit on the wrist, reinforced in the  
hardest-wearing places. Black. Sizes 7-10.
39259   $69.00

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ PERFECT FIT GLOVES
More Colors Online! Second-skin fit, touch-screen friendly. Stretch 
jersey back. SureGrip™ suede palm. Black, merlot, deep teal, crush 
pink, dark brown, Imperial blue, blackberry. Sizes 6-10. 
39134   $25.95

SSG® GRAND PRIX SHOW GLOVES
Washable Aquasuede Plus®. Reinforced in key areas. 
Gloves mold to the shape of your hand and give an 
excellent grip. Black, white. Unisex sizes 6-9.
3948   $35.95

HERITAGE TACKIFIED GLOVES
Made of comfortable Spandura material, featuring a 
tackified digital leather palm for superior grip. Includes 
a patented rein cut™ design and double stitched seams 
with double thumb layer. Black/black, black/white, 
white/white. Sizes 6-10.
39175    $39.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ PERFECT FIT  
COOL MESH GLOVES
Lightweight with cool mesh back. SureGrip™ Synthetic 
Suede palm, rein friction points and hook-and-loop wrist 
closure. Touch-screen friendly. Fig floral camo, vivacious, 
geo stripe. Sizes 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. 
3980   $25.95

NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™  
READY-TO-RIDE GLOVES
Flexible grip, cooling ventilation. Long-
wearing synthetic looks like leather. 
Touch-screen friendly. Critical seams are 
double-stitched. Generous tab closure. 
Black, white. Sizes 6, 7, 8, 9. 
39135   $29.95
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EQUI-LOGIC COVER YOUR ASSETS
Best Seller! Equestrian underwear for women. 
CoolMax® padded seat protects tail bone and wicks 
moisture from skin to prevent chafing. Cotton Lycra® 
for comfort fit. Lace elastic waist and legs, so no panty 
lines. White. Sizes S(22-24), M(26-28), L(30+).
350860   $37.95

Undergarments cannot be returned or exchanged, please call for sizing assistance.

ANDIAMO PADDED BRIEF
Padded underwear adds comfort  for the rider. Features 
a padded, no-seam crotch, in super lightweight 
Hydrotech fabric that wicks away moisture. White, 
black. Sizes XS(18"-21"), S(22"-26"), M(27"-31"), 
L(32"-36"), XL(37"-40").
350892   $24.95

COMFORT WHERE

                 It Counts
DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED SHORTY
Black, purple, white. Sizes XS/S(2-6), M(8-10), 
L/XL(12-16).
350704   $89.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED  
MEN’S SHORTY
White, purple, black. Sizes S(32-34), M(34-36),  
L(36-38), XL(38-40).
350705   $90.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® PADDED PANTY
Black, white, purple, nude. Sizes S(2-6), M(8-10), 
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
350703   $60.95

DERRIERE EQUESTRIAN® SEAMLESS PANTY 
White, purple, black, nude. Sizes S(2-6), M(8-10), 
L(10-12), XL(14-16).
350702    $30.95

Derriere Equestrian - the perfect seat!

Underwear for Riders • Maximum Comfort • Minimum Movement • Ultimate Style

“Every rider should  
   be wearing them...”
– Carl Hester MBE

FITS® 
WUNDERBREECH™
A shape flattering blend 
of cotton, poly and 
Lycra® in a capri length. 
Incorporates a seamless, 
gusseted crotch for 
maximum comfort and 
is cooler than full length 
designs that bulk under 
boots. You’ll like them 
so much that you’ll 
want to wear them every 
time you ride, whether 
you are wearing white 
breeches or not. White. 
Sizes XS-XL.
35687    $39.00
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Comfort 
carrying  
handle

Lined 
interior

Hidden  
pockets  
inside

ENELL SPORTS BRA
Patented design provides superior support and comfort. 
Wide non-stretch straps distribute weight to reduce 
shoulder fatigue. Wide elastic band and motion control 
neckline eliminate up and down movement. Wide band 
provides a secure fit that moves with your body. The full 
back with cross-strap design provides posture-enhancing 
back support. The fabric wicks away moisture to keep 
you cool. White. Sizes 00-4. 
202322   $69.95

ENELL 
SIZE

BUST  
MEASUREMENT

RIB CAGE  
MEASUREMENT

CURRENT  
BRA SIZE

00 32"-35" 27" - 29" 32C, 32D, 
32DD

0 34" - 37" 29" - 31" 32DDD, 34C,  
34D, 36C

1 36" - 39" 31" - 33" 34DD, 34DDD,  
36D, 36DD

2 38" - 42" 33" - 35" 36DDD, 38C,  
38D, 40C

3 41" - 45" 35" - 37" 38DD, 38DDD, 
40D, 40DDD

4 44" - 48" 37" - 39" 40DDD, 42D,  
42DD, 44D

Discover Luxurious LeMieux at DressageExtensions.com/LeMieux

LEMIEUX® PROKIT  
HAT & BOOT BAG
Luxurious bag lets you travel in 
style while giving you much more 
functionality than an average boot 
bag. Large front compartment 
allows storage of other tack or 
show attire to carry in one handy 
luggage piece. Black, navy. 
33884   $55.95

Established by former Olympic rider 
Robert Lemieux and his wife, Lisa. 

The innovation behind the product range 
comes from their experiences in Britain and 

Canada. The couple collaborates with a 
close design team and top riders to create top 

quality products at a reasonable price. 

LEMIEUX® PROKIT BRIDLE BAG
Well designed and convenient Luxury ShowKit bridle bag will 
carry multiple bridles with ease. Black.  
33886   $49.95

LEMIEUX®  
GROOMING BAG
Durable, stylish grooming bag for 
carrying and storing your essentials, 
outer pockets and multiple internal 
compartments. Black. 
33927   $49.95 Navy

LEMIEUX® PROKIT SADDLE COVER
Ingenious saddle cover made of durable polyester outer with soft fleece lining. 
Features elastic adjustable drawstring, a lower slot to put girth straps through 
and an over-sleeve to store your girth. 
150175   $49.95

LEMIEUX® 
SADDLE PAD 
WASH BAG
Keeps your pad as 
well as your washing 
machine clean and 
horse hair free. Black. 
Size 29" x 31". 
33928   $21.95

SPORTEZE® MINIMAL BOUNCE™  
DRI-RELEASE® BRA®
Won’t shrink, pill or fade. Number one equestrian 
sports bra with Dri-Release fabric wicks away moisture, 
neutralizes odors and keeps you cool while riding. The 
special design holds the bust comfortably against the 
chest wall, even at the sitting trot. Shoulder straps and 
scoop back won’t show under most sleeveless tops. 
Machine wash and dry. Sizes S (32-34 A/B),  
M (34-36 B/C), L (36-38 C/D), XL (38-40 D/DD).
A. PULLOVER BRA  
Black, white, natural.
2018   $59.95

B. ZIP-FRONT BRA 
Black, white, natural.
20262   $59.95

A

B
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We have more classic and fun belts    
at DressageExtensions.com/Belts

Five New Patterns!

Versatile and fun! Simply cut to fit.
Change out buckles for a new look. 

C4 PRINT BELT WITH BUCKLE
Same features as above. Choose from colors shown at right. Cut to size. 
41440   $34.95

Corgi  

Bit White

Navy Foxes

Bit Black

Sunflower

Horse Heads

Baby Blue Bits

Unicorn on the Loose

NEW! C4 PATTERN BELT WITH BUCKLE
Perfect for the rigors of riding and made to be cut for your unique, perfect fit. 
Interchangeable buckles let you coordinate easily with separates. Thermoplastic Elastomer 
(TPE) stands up to any weather and is machine washable. Animal-friendly, earth-friendly and 
100% recyclable. Giraffe, zebra, tan mixed animal, iron ink agate, mahogany mixed animal. 
41984   $34.95

NEW! Mahogany Mixed Animal

NEW! Iron Ink Agate

NEW! Tan Mixed Animal

NEW! Zebra

NEW! Giraffe
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All Buckled Up!

TORY LEATHER STIRRUP BELT 
1¼" bridle leather stitched belt with a stainless steel 
English spur buckle. Black. Sizes 24"-40".
41374   $49.95

Black Navy Navy/Grey

Black/Grey/Beige

USG MAGIC STRETCH BELT
Made in Germany. From USG belt collections, 
a simple addition to any outfit, both in and out 
of the saddle. 1¼". Black/grey/beige, black, navy, 
navy/grey. Sizes XS(70cm), S(80cm), M(90cm), 
L(100cm), XL(110cm), XXL(120cm) measured 
end to end excluding buckle.
41820   $28.00

NavyRose Pink

OVATION® BELMONT BELT 
For a fun twist on a classic, this belt features a stamped 
crocodile print on vibrant and glossy colors. Stainless  
steel buckle. Navy, black, plum, white, brown, wisteria, 
Dutch blue, grape, dark teal, sage, Olympic blue.  
Sizes S(26-28), M(30-32), L(34-36).
41809   $24.95

ROMFH® CROC BELT
Get in touch with your wild side without the use 
of animal products. Belt in neutral colors with logo 
buckles is made of faux-leather. Grey. Ladies’ S(26-28), 
M(30-32), L(34-36), XL(38-40). 
41811   $48.95

OVATION® METALLIC BELT
Glossy metallic colored belt is stamped with a 
crocodile print. Ultra-trendy rose gold colored buckle. 
Rose pink, aquamarine, amethyst. Sizes S(26-28), 
M(30-32), L(34-36). 
41810   $26.95

BAKER® CLASSIC PLAID BELT
The finishing touch. 11/2"W brown 
leather belt wrapped in Baker plaid 
with red Baker logo. Slim metal buckle. 
Brown leather/plaid. Sizes S(32"), 
M(34"), L(36"), XL(38"). 
41319   $39.95

Black Plum WisteriaBrownWhite

Dark Teal
Dutch 
Blue Grape Sage

Olympic 
Blue

Aquamarine Amethyst
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EFFORTLESSLY Chic!

A

A. EQUI LOGIC SILVER THREAD 
TUX STOCK TIE
Double layers of ruffles. Pre-tied and 
offers full coverage with a flat under-layer. 
Slightly taller collar with a VELCRO® 
brand closure that allows 3" of adjustment 
at the neck. Seersucker fabric with vertical 
silver threads. AB crystal tie tack included. 
No ironing necessary. White.
202710    $49.95

C DB

B. EQUI LOGIC SEERSUCKER 
STOCK TIE
Ruffled seersucker fabric with fine silver 
threads. White/silver.
202711    $35.95

C. EQUI LOGIC SMOOTH FINISH 
STOCK TIE
Ruffled piqué fabric. 100% cotton. White.
202692    $30.95

D. EQUI LOGIC TIE ONE ON 
STOCK TIE
Ruffled poly-cotton poplin. Pre-tied. 
VELCRO® brand closure. White.
202712    $30.95

E. EQUI LOGIC FLORAL EYELET  
STOCK TIE
Ruffled tie with traditional eyelets in  
a floral pattern. White.
202705    $30.95

F. EQUI LOGIC SILVER SATIN 
STOCK TIE
Soft ruffles in easy-care cotton/poly 
fabric. Silver.
202706    $35.95

G. EQUI LOGIC RUFFLED 
STOCK TIE WITH PIPING
Crisp and clean with ruffle detailing.  
Pre-tied and double-layered. Cotton/
poly poplin fabric. White.
202709    $35.95

FE G

H J K

H. EQUI LOGIC DOT TIE
Pre-tied and double-layered ruffle. Poly/
cotton poplin enhanced with black dots 
pattern. White/black.
202714   $35.95

J. EQUI LOGIC EUROPEAN 
POPLIN STOCK TIE
Cotton Poplin tie with inset of colored 
ribbon in the front and black piping. 
VELCRO® brand closure. White/black.
202694    $37.95

L M

L. DIAMOND BROCADE STOCK TIE
Pre-tied. Delicate diamond pattern on 
textured fabric. 
202827    $55.95

EQUETECH STOCK TIES
Hand-made and very easy to use with a 
VELCRO® brand fastening at the back. 
Secure it with your favorite stock pin. 

K. ZODIAK DELUXE STOCK TIE
Hand-made. Rows of clear and black 
diamond crystals on the collar. White.
202829    $55.95

M. ROMFH® CHILL FACTOR™ 
PRE-TIED STOCK TIE
The pre-tied lightweight, moisture-wicking 
fabric helps keep your neck cool while you 
ride. Designed for a classic stock tie look 
without the fuss. White.
200487    $29.95
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Navy Gem Floral Black Gem Twist

Black Taupe

White

Navy

OVATION® PREMIUM SHOW BOW
Satin and velvet-textured bow features a strong hair 
clip and net pouch to keep hair tidy under a helmet. 
Crystals add an elegant sparkle to your look.  
Navy gem floral, black gem twist, black gem floral. 
36123    $11.95 

HAIR NET BUN COVER
Crocheted hair net with spring clips, wraps around 
your bun and keeps your hair securely in place. 
Diamond rhinestones add an elegant touch.  
Black, white, navy, taupe.
36217    $29.95

Clear

Black

SHOWQUEST SWAROVSKI® BUN NET
Strong elastic bun net with genuine Swarovski® crystals. 
An elegant clean look under a helmet. Clear or  
black crystals.
36884    $17.95

EQUETECH SHOW 
HAIR NETS
From Equetech in the 
UK. Heavy duty show 
hair nets. These durable 
hair nets are ideal for 
competition. Designed 
for shoulder length hair or 
longer. Elasticated. 100% 
polyester. Set of 2.  
Blonde, brunette.
36892    $3.95

NYLON  
HAIR NET
Two per package. 
Light brown, black, 
blonde, medium 
brown, dark brown.
3645    $5.95

RWR® NO KNOT HAIRNET
Pull on, Pull up, done! No pins, no 
knots. No-knot construction means no 
uncomfortable lumps inside your helmet. 
Blonde, black, dark brown, medium 
brown, dirty blonde, auburn.
3660    $10.95

ONE KNOT™ HAIRNET
A superior equestrian hairnet for every hair color. Dirty 
blonde, medium brown, dark brown, blonde, black. 
Package contains two nets and one matching hair band. 
36273    $9.95

INFINITY STOCK TIE PIN
Delicate inset crystals add sparkle and elegance to this 
brooch-style piece that would look lovely with a stock 
tie or your favorite scarf! Nickel-free. CZ stones. 2".
202824   $24.95

EQUETECH® CELTIC STOCK PIN
Pin has smoked crystals and safety clasp to back. 
Nickel-free. CZ stones. 2" long.
202846   $24.95

LOCKET STOCK PIN
Beautiful pin with lock loops design featuring crystals 
with safety clasp in back. 2" long.
202826    $24.95

EQUETECH KNOT STOCK PIN
Sterling Silver plated double knot design finishes off 
your competition attire. This pin has a strong safety 
clasp and sharp pin. Gold, silver.
202825   $24.95

EQUETECH® GOLD-PLATED  
SNAFFLE STOCK PIN
Equetech stock pin is gold plated in a curved  
snaffle bit design. 13/4" long.
202851   $24.95
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SPUR STRAPS

PETRIE SPUR STRAPS 
European designed and crafted from high-quality leather. 
Lined and double-stitched with stylish roller buckles, 
these straps add a touch of class to any boot. 18". 
BLACK  25413 $25.00
PATENT LEATHER 25414 $25.00
DARK BROWN 25415 $25.00

KAVALKADE SPUR STRAPS 
Made of soft, long-lasting quality leather 
with beautiful single crystal on each of 
two keepers per strap. 18 3/4". 
BLACK                    25394    $25.00
BLACK PATENT 25395     $25.00

TORY SPUR STRAP  
WITH KEEPERS 
Quality 1/2" leather straps with double 
keepers. Black. 18". USA.
25407   $19.95

WALDHAUSEN  
PATENT LEATHER  
SPUR STRAPS 
Perfect for dressing up any outfit! 
Black. 18". 
25406   $15.95

A-B. HERM SPRENGER® BRAIDED 
NYLON SPUR STRAPS 
Durable and ideal for schooling.

B. BLACK BUCKLE 
17¾"       25335   $21.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER  
SPUR STRAPS 
Best quality leather straps with Herm 
Sprenger buckle. Black. 17". 
25393   $17.95

STÜBBEN  LEATHER  
SPUR STRAPS 
1/2" leather with keeper.  
Black. 17 1/2". 
25410   $12.00

TOKLAT® PREMIUM LEATHER 
SPUR STRAPS 
With keeper. Ladies’ 18" or Men’s 
Black. 19". 
25392   $21.95

KIEFFER GLADIATOR  
SPUR STRAPS 
Doubled and stitched. Black. 19". 
25416   $13.95

WALDHAUSEN IMPULS SPURS 
The rollers on the neck are constructed 
so they roll along the horse’s body 
without causing pain. The horse is 
motivated with a softer rider’s aid.  
Stainless. 1" neck.
25398     $39.95

Balance, Comfort & Style!

NEUE SCHULE SPURSMART COMPETITION FIT SPURS 
Slim design is especially elegant and well-fitted to competition boots. Recessed spur strap 
bars allow flush finish against boot, maximizing wearing comfort. Highly polished, cast 
Stainless steel is strong yet flexible. 35mm neck with rounded or rowel ends. 

WITH ROWEL
25402   $128.95

ROUNDED END
25401   $108.95

SPUR PROTECTORS 
Protect your boots against scrapes 
and marks caused by spurs. Rubber. 
Sold in pairs. Black. 
25388   $2.95

Discover our extensive line of spurs at  
DressageExtensions.com/Spurs

WALDHAUSEN SPARKLE 
LEATHER SPUR STRAPS
Add sparkle to your spurs! Top 
quality genuine leather set with softly 
shimmering fabric. Stainless steel 
buckles. Black. 18". 
25405   $15.95

A. SILVER BUCKLE 
17¾" 25041   $18.95  
19¾" 25196   $18.95
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STÜBBEN FINE ROWEL SPURS 
These beautiful spurs are unisex and have 
a slight ‘V’ shape for a better fit. Stainless 
steel. Necks measure 1 ⅜" in your choice 
of style. 
R. FINE ROWEL
25409   $90.00
S. WIDE ROWEL
25408   $90.00

STÜBBEN DRESSAGE SPURS 
Includes the finest leather spur straps. 
Ladies’. Stainless steel. 1 3/4" neck. 

T. SMOOTH ROWEL
25412   $55.00

U. WITHOUT ROWEL
25411   $55.00

P. ULTRA FIT COMFORT  
ROWEL SPURS
35mm (1" neck). Smooth rowel  
is wider for a softer touch.  
35mm.
25378   $95.95 35mm

P

40mm

K

L

30mm

40mm

30mm

40mm

C. SWAN NECK 
with blunt rounded end. 
40mm (1 5/8" neck).
25199   $115.95

GERMAN SILVER SPURS

SPUR SETS

Designed by Olympic gold medal 
rider Klaus Balkenhol, these spurs 
feature angled ULTRA FIT spur 
strap slots for even better fit. 

K. SUNBURST ROWEL
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1 5/8" neck).  
2513   $149.95

L ULTRA FIT SLIMLINE SPURS 
Stainless steel. 
Little round rowel. Sizes 40mm  
(1 5/8" neck), 30mm (1 ¼" neck). 
9 point rowel. Size 40mm (1 5/8" neck). 
25374   $79.95

ULTRA FIT SPURS

40mm

C

EXTRA GRIP ULTRA FIT

G. STÜBBEN TEC SPURS
Adjusts to fit both men’s and ladies’ 
riding boots. Offset spur strap slots 
ensure a more comfortable fit. 
15mm           25390 $47.50
20mm           25417 $47.50
25mm           25418 $47.50
35mm           25419 $47.50

H. NEW! STÜBBEN SEQ SPURS
Stainless steel with rowel. 15mm.           
25380   $55.00

J. STÜBBEN DYNAMIC SPURS 
V-shaped. 25mm.
25219   $65.00

15mm

G

H

15mm

25mm

J

OTHER SPURS

STÜBBEN SPURS

F. STÜBBEN STEELTEC  
SEQ SPUR
Stainless steel. 20mm (3/4" neck), 
35mm (1 ⅜" neck). 
25215   $55.00

F

D

E

D. CORONET™ SOFT  
TOUCH SPUR
Ladies’. Approx. 1 1 ⁄8" neck.
25194A   $25.95

CORONET™ HUMANE  
SPUR SET
Nylon strap included.  
Ladies’, men’s, children’s.
25193A   $19.95

E. CORONET™ ULTRA  
LIGHTWEIGHT SPUR
Ultra-light with a very thin branch.  
Set of two spurs.
 25195   $95.95

B

30mm

B. EXTRA GRIP ULTRA FIT  
ROUND END SPURS
Stainless Steel. 20mm (3/4" neck),  
25mm (1" neck), 30mm  
(1 ¼" neck).
25186   $65.95

40mm

M

M. SMOOTH ROWEL
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
40mm (1 5/8" neck).  
2514   $149.95

35mm

N

N. ROUND END
German Silver. Ladies’ or Men’s.
35mm (1 ⅜" neck).
2506   $125.95

A. ULTRA FIT EXTRA GRIP 
ROWEL END SPUR
25mm, 35mm neck.  
9-point or flat rowel.
25185  $95.95

A

25mm flat rowel

35mm 9 point rowel
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BURLINGHAM SPORTS  
TOWER LETTERS
Recessed cup at the top allows for a flower pot or bunch 
of artificial flowers. 30" tall with 26" base.
SET OF 8 27332 $969.00
SET OF 12 27333 $1,229.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS 
WALL LETTERS
Silk-screened and uv-treated to maintain 
easy visibility for years. 8" x 12".
SET OF 8 27843   $149.00 
SET OF 12 27839   $195.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS RAIL LETTERS
UV-treated, durable, die-cut plaques, channel on back  
for attaching to fence rails. 8" x 12". 
SET OF 8 2728   $175.00
SET OF 12    2736   $225.00

ARENA LETTER MARKERS
Save time with these handy arena letter 
markers. Allows you to know exactly 
where to put your letter.
SET OF 8 270138 $72.00
SET OF 12 270139 $90.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS 
ARENA FLOWER BOX
A beautiful flower box that can be used as a 
dressage letter by hanging Rail Letters over the top 
edge. Holds a 5 gallon plant. 143/4" square x 22" 
high. (Letters sold separately.)
27710   $135.00 EACH

ELITE LETTERS
18" tall with 16" base.

SET OF 8 27838   $490.00
SET OF 12 27837   $689.00

BURLINGHAM SPORTS LI’L STACKER CAVALETTI
One pair of the Li’l Stacker will raise your pole 2" off the ground. Add 
height by stacking and snapping together multiple Li’l Stackers to raise your 
pole in continuous 2" increments. When stacked they stay well connected, 
which makes it easy to design a multi-height exercise. Li’l Stackers are 
packaged 2 pair of one color per package. Each Stacker measures 3" x 6" x 6". 
Lightweight and compact design is easy to use and store. Hunter green, black. 
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping.
27732    $59.00WELLINGTON ARENA CONES

The cones are designed so they also house round rails. 
Allowing for the use of jump rails you may already 
have on hand. Available in line or corner cone.
270136     $48.00 EACH

WELLINGTON  
DRESSAGE ARENA

Tested and Approved. The Wellington Arena is a unique design offering advantages 
not found in other arenas. The rails are pre-measured so you simply place them 
into the supports assuring perfect measurements every time. The rails are ribbed, not 
hollow, for added strength, durability and to eliminate sagging. Burlingham uses 100% 
UV treated material to withstand abuse and to hold up in all weather conditions. A 
superior design on the standard block and rail system. The rail height is set at the 12" 
required height. Includes forty 4-meter rails with 36 cones and 4 corner cones for a 
20m x 60m arena.
20M x 40M            270137   $2,995.00
20M x 60M            27334     $4,050.00

Hunter

Black
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DRESSAGE ARENA LETTERS & ACCESSORIES

A. HEAVY DUTY ARENA MARKERS
Solid metal, weather resistant, long lasting.
SET OF 8: A, B, C, E, F, H, K, M
270119   $110.95  (Add $6 freight)

SET OF 4: P, R, V, S
270121   $59.95  (Add $4 freight)

EZ VIEWING ARENA MARKERS
Place together sets of three to form stand-alone arena marker!

B. METAL DRESSAGE MARKERS
Lightweight, metal frame with plastic letters. 
Weather resistant. 
Set of 12: A, B, C, E, F, H, K, M, R, S, V, P. 
270115   $198.95 

BA

Designed to withstand even the windiest conditions, these exceptionally stable letters are 
painted on at a height that allows the letters to be seen from a distance over all types of 
dressage arena rails. The design prevents the cones from sticking together when stacked.

KELLEY & COMPANY DRESSAGE  
PRACTICE ARENA DRY ERASE BOARD
A handy size for hanging on your trailer door, stall 
door, or show trunk. One side is “Standard Arena” 
and the other side is “Short Arena”. A great learning/
teaching tool for up-coming young riders. 4" x 11". 
270143   $12.95

Kasey Perry Glass riding Dublet 
© Shannon Brinkman photography

2019 DRESSAGE ILLUSTRATED  
TEST BOOKS
Current standard USDF include training through 
fourth levels in all 3 tests. Available in Intro, Training 
through Fourth Level. Diagrams of tests, with directive 
ideas for each movement, collective marks with 
definitions and  directional arena diagrams. Laminated.
34160   $20.95

POCKET USDF DRESSAGE  
TEST BOOKS
Formatted for callers and riders. Easy-to-read diagrams 
for Introductory through First level tests. Compact size 
31/2" x 5¼". Laminated. Specify level when ordering. 
Introductory, Training, 1st-4th Level. Includes all 3 tests. 
34060   $23.95 EACH

DRESSAGE BOOKS

DRESSAGE 101: The Ultimate Source of Dressage Basics 
in a Language You Can Understand. By Jane Savoie.
A one-volume new edition of the bestsellers, Cross-Train 
Your Horse and More Cross-Training. Offering a simple 
system of training that places a high priority on the 
horse’s physical and mental well-being. Beginning clarity, 
consistency and kindness—Jane walks through four stages 
of dressage education. Paperback.
3434   $35.95
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Take your training to the next level!   
at DressageExtensions.com/Training

C

A

D

GE F

A. COMTEK® ALS-216 WIRELESS COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Tested and Approved. A wireless system that allows the instructor or trainer to communicate with crystal clear 
sound clarity. The COMTEK Wireless Listening System is a one-way communication system offering perfect 
speech clarity over distances as far away as 300 feet. It allows for overcoming those difficult listening challenges of 
distance between instructor and student and its rugged construction ensures long-lasting durability in the most 
demanding environments. Easy to use, the trainer or instructor wears a personal transmitter and microphone and 
the student wears a personal receiver and ear-piece. Originally developed for use by the movie industry, this system 
is used by top trainers including Steffen Peters and many others. A must-have for all instructors. ALS-216 Wireless 
Communication System includes: Transmitter with microphone mute switch, receiver, Omni-directional lapel 
microphone, windscreen, ear-piece and carrying case. Shop more accessories at DressageExtensions.com/COMTEK.
270154   $1,315.00

MAGNETIC CELL PHONE CASE X-LARGE
Beautifully embroidered magnetic cell phone cases for 
the equestrian who wants immediate access to their 
phone when riding and training. While the magnet 
keeps your phone safe, the generous strap secures the 
pouch to your leg or arm. Black. Size 61/2" x 3¼" x 3/4". 
270165   $19.95

CONFIDENT Communication

C. COMTEK® EAR PIECE
Single left & right mono headphone set. For use 
with COMTEK® ALS-216 Personal Trainer unit.  
Sony Model MDR-J10.
270157   $49.95

D. COMTEK® MICROPHONE AND CLIP
Condenser microphone with a 36" long cord and 
2.5 mm right-angle connector for use with the 
M-216 transmitter.
270158   $129.95

F. COMTEK® REPLACEMENT BELT CLIP
Belt clip for COMTEK® transmitters and receivers.
270162   $10.95

G. COMTEK® RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
9-volt Ni-MH batteries made for the Comtek unit.
270155    $25.95

E. COMTEK® PR-216 PERSONAL  
WIRELESS RECEIVER
Additional receiver for use with a large group lesson. 
270159   $499.95

B. COMTEK® SPEAKER/VIDEO RECEIVER
Hooks into remote speaker or video camera. The 
unique PR-216 Option P7 high fidelity receiver is 
perfect for use as a receiver on powered speakers for 
remote speaker linkups and for field point-to-point RF 
links. This option makes it easy to achieve convenient 
speaker placement and on-location remote audio feeds 
without the need to run speaker cables.
270161   $569.95

B
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A

Bordeaux/
Silver

White/Silver

Turquoise/
Silver

A

A. CEECOACH® 2 DUO SET
The Duo includes 2 units utilizing Bluetooth™, 2 clip 
mounts, 2 wired headset, 2 USB headset cables, one 
USB adapter/charger and a user manual.
Turquoise/silver, bordeaux/silver, white/silver.
270063   $395.00

CEECOACH II SINGLE UNIT 
The single device includes one unit utilizing Bluetooth™ 
technology, one clip mount, one wired headset, one 
USB cable, one USB adapter/charger and a user manual.  
Bordeaux/silver, turquoise/silver, white/silver.
270064   $220.00

B. CEECOACH® OVER THE EAR  
WIRED HEADSET
Wired stereo over-the-ear headset for the 
CEECOACH is very lightweight and features 
an over-the-ear hook providing an especially 
comfortable and stable fit. Black. 
270078   $35.00

C. CEECOACH® JABRA BOOST 
BLUETOOTH™ HEADSET
Headset with a powerful battery providing up 
to 9 hours of talk time. Slim design ensures a 
comfortable fit with no wires to get in your way. 
Includes 2 sizes of Ear-gels, 2 Earhooks (small  
& large), 2 Windsocks, a charger and USB-cable 
and a car charger too! Charging time: 2 hours. 
White/gold.
270079  $65.00

D. CEECOACH® 2 RUGGED  
JABRA BLUETOOTH™ HEADSET 
Tough enough for any equestrian activity and 
won’t get tangled in any cords connected to your 
CeeCoach® II. Dust-resistant, shockproof and 
water-resistant. Includes 3 different ear-gels for 
comfort and a secure fit, 2 Earhooks (small & 
large), 2 Windsocks, a charger and USB-cable.  
Talk time is up to 6 hours. Black/yellow.
270074   $115.00

F. 6 CEECOACH® STORAGE CASE
270118   $30.00

E. CEECOACH® CLIP
270117   $7.50

G. CEECOACH® PREMIER  
STORAGE CASE
270030   $55.00

E

B

C D

F G

H

H. CEECOACH SMALL RUGGED CASE
Durable, watertight, crush-resistant and dust-proof, this 
protective hard-shell case holds one to two CEECOACH 
devices for storage or transport. 6" x 3.5" x 2".
270105   $20.00
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C

B

A

E

Made in

C. LEATHER SIDE REINS
With rubber donut. Black.
030196   $39.95

D

F

ACCESSORIES

A. TORY LEATHER ALL LEATHER 
SIDE REINS
No elastic. Black. Made in the USA. 
030237   $55.95
B. TORY LEATHER ELASTIC END 
SIDE REINS
Adjustable. Strong double elastic, snap 
ends. Brown. Made in the USA. 
030214   $63.95

D. EQUALIZING SIDE REINS
Innovative design in the style of German sliding side reins. Attaches to girth or saddle D-ring. 
Center sliding snap attaches to bit and allows the horse freedom while encouraging forward, 
round movement. Black. Sizes regular, long. Made in the USA. 
030220   $89.95

E. PFIFF SLIDING SIDE REINS 
(PHILLIPS REINS)
Helps horses that are tight in back, have 
too high head carriage, and need to find 
forward and down. Leather reins attach 
to billet straps and saddle rings. 
030230   $69.95

F. WALDHAUSEN LEATHER LUNGE REINS 
(VIENNA REINS)
Used extensively in Europe as an alternative to fixed 
side reins. Reins attach to the rings of a surcingle 
through bit and onto the girth. Encourages the 
horse to round and release their back. Black. 
030197   $39.95

WALDHAUSEN WEMBLEY LEATHER CAVESON
Best Seller! Extra thick and soft padding on the removable crown pad, browband and crank caveson. Single roller 
buckles on the jowl and noseband and a removable bit hanger allows you to use the caveson with or without a bit. 
Three rings for training aid attachments. (Bit not included.) Black. Sizes cob, full. 
0868   $135.95

LEATHER LUNGE CAVESON
Ultimate quality and strength. Supple 
leather with solid brass hardware. 
Broad, generously padded 21/2" 
noseband. Double-buckle crown with 
adjustable chin and jaw straps ensure 
proper fit. Built-in bit attachments 
allow use with or without a bit.  
(Bit not included.)  Black.  
Sizes full, oversize. 
0844   $149.95

KAVALKADE HO LUNGEING AID
One piece design eliminates the surcingle 
for quick and easy use. Simple and 
effective. White.  
30282   $50.00

KAVALKADE CHAMBON
Training tool used while lungeing to teach 
the horse to yield to poll pressure and 
stretch his neck forward and downward 
while lifting his back. Improves strength 
and balance. Ideal for tense, hollow 
horses. Consists of head piece, leather 
loop for girth, round stitched nylon cords 
with hooks. Quality black leather with 
silver fittings.  Black/silver.  
30176   $80.00

SIDE REINS

SUPPLEMENTAL 

              Support!

G

G. WALDHAUSEN LUNGEING SYSTEM
Assists in the development of your horse’s back muscles, 
encouraging him to reach down. Surcingle, pad, lunge 
line and bridle not included. Black. Full size. 
30303   $79.95 Brass Brass

K. PLATED STUD CHAIN
Clips to a lead for extra control. 
Plated brass, chrome. 30"L. 
013097   $9.95Chrome

KH J

J. BRASS STUD CHAIN
Clips to a lead for extra control. 
Swivel eye and snap. 30"L. Brass.
013095    $29.95

H. LEATHER LIP STRAP
Quality round black leather 
features a silver buckle.
013367   $12.95
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A. CENTAUR® WEB LUNGE LINE  
WITH DONUT
Pro quality. strong poly-cotton webbing 
with leather swivel end and donut on 
handle. Size 1" x 35'.
30275   $32.95

SURCINGLE PADS

WALDHAUSEN  
QUILTED SURCINGLE 
PAD
15 mm thick padding, the 
surcingle pad is made of 
breathable, durable soft and 
form-retaining material. 
Attachable to surcingle with 
VELCRO® brand straps.  
47" long x 11" wide. Black.
190488   $29.95

FABRIC SURCINGLES

KIEFFER SURCINGLE
Made of nylon with soft padded 
wither panel for maximum 

comfort. Includes belly band with fully adjustable dual 
billets on both ends. Finished with chrome hardware.  
Black. Size full/warmblood. 
30333   $165.95

C. WALDHAUSEN DOPPEL 
LUNGE (DOUBLE LUNGE LINES)
Excellent quality heavy duty German 
web lines. Rolled nylon cord for easy  
use through surcingle rings. Size 30'  
with the first 13' rolled.
30301   $99.95

B. WALSH LUNGE LINE
1" wide with a solid brass snap and 
reinforced end. This is a great tool that  
is heavy duty and can handle the rigors  
of training. Black. Size 30', 50'. USA. 
30 FOOT      30344   $65.95
50 FOOT      30050   $95.95

E. ULTRA SOFT LUNGE LINE
Soft cotton lunge line with hand loop and 
brass swivel buckle. Black. Size 26'.
30347   $21.95

A

E

Made in

B

C

Made in

D

D. EQUI-LOGIC MEASURITE 
LUNGE LINE
Cotton web lunge line. Conveniently 
measured at 10, 15 and 20 meters for 
accurate training. Colored suede markers 
make for easy identification. Brass swivel 
snap and hand loop. Black. Size 1" x 35'.
30329   $62.95

C

C. WHINNY WIDGETS STEADY HANDS
Helps keep the hands steady while maintaining an 
elastic feel on the bit. Nylon strap with elastic ends 
attaches to D-rings on the saddle. 
30334   $32.95

DRAW REINS & TRAINING AIDS

A

A. NECK STRETCHER
A stretchy Bungee-style elastic that fits from girth 
through bit and over horse's head giving flexible 
stability to head position without interfering with 
rider's hands. Adjustable. 
30271   $19.95

THINLINE® CHIN/POLL GUARD
Non-slip guard stays in place to reduce rubbing 
and sores. Anti fungal and breathable. Black.  
Size 2⅜" x  7" x  ¼". 
120395   $9.00

CHIN-EEZE CAVESON PAD
Distributes pressure evenly under the jaw and adds 
comfort. Absorbs sweat; washes easily. 
120414   $29.95

B

D

B. OTTO SCHUMACHER ROLLED LEATHER  
BUCKING STRAP
Hook and stud ends. Black. Size 16".
150178   $52.95

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER FLAT LEATHER  
BUCKING STRAP
Buckle ends. Black. Sizes 10"-13".
150177   $42.95

E

E. CAMELOT™ ROLLED LEATHER  
BUCKING STRAP
Buckle ends. Black.
30274   $14.95

Find more lunging equipment & cavesons   
at DressageExtensions.com/Lunging

LUNGEING 
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Shop our entire selection   
at DressageExtensions.com/Whips

DRESSAGE WHIPS

LUNGE WHIPS

G

H

All whips measured end to end including the lash.  
USEF legal show length is 47.2" (120cm) including lash. 

Whip measurements are approximate as Lash length will vary.

J

A. CRYSTAL & PATENT 
HANDLE DRESSAGE WHIP
Crystal and patent leather wrapped handle provides grip 
with a little flash. Medium stiff. Black. Sizes 39", 47". 
14089   $17.99

G. GODDARD SURE GRIP LUNGE WHIP
Textured rubber grip handle for super hold and 
comfort. Well balanced, lightweight and flexible.  
Black. Size 13' including lash. 
14086   $29.95*

H. FLECK® TELESCOPING LUNGE WHIP
Lightweight carbon composite with rubber handle. 
Black. Size extends from 51" to 88". Lash measures 106". 
1471   $159.95*

J. FLECK® COLORED LUNGE WHIP
Woven nylon cover with sticky grip handle and woven 
nylon lash. Navy, burgundy, purple, green, black, 
brown. Size 80" with 72" lash. 
14097   $45.95

B. DUBLIN KOOL DRESSAGE WHIP
Lightweight. Black/gray, turquoise. Size 39".
1424   $12.95* Black/Gray

Turquoise

B

DD. ETD DRESSAGE WHIP
Exclusive! Like the popular German models.  
Sizes 36", 39", 42", 45", includes lash.
1427   $29.95*

E

E. GREAT AMERICAN NONSLIP  
DRESSAGE WHIP
Great balance. Thread-covered shaft with a nonslip 
rubber grip. Sizes 39", 45", including lash. 
1449   $35.95*

A Precise Touch

Blue

Pink

Lilac

F

F. FLECK® SPARKLE DRESSAGE WHIP
Bright colors. Nonslip grip. Blue, pink, lilac.  
Sizes 39¼", 43¼".
14131   $25.95*

K. FLECK® COLLAPSIBLE LUNGE WHIP
Collapsible. Unscrews in middle for easy storage.  
Purple, blue, black. Size 703/4" not including lash.
14078   $45.95*
*Extra shipping. Add $4.95 

K

Purple

Blue

Shown as collapsed

Black

C. DUBLIN GEL HANDLE DRESSAGE WHIP
Conforms to hand. Silver cap. Sky blue, black. Size 43".
14015   $25.95*

Sky Blue

Black

A

C
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FLECK DRESSAGE WHIPS

D

E

G

A

B

Handcrafted in Germany using carefully selected quality  
materials ensuring the very highest of standards. 

*An additional $4.95 shipping will be applied to all whips longer than 48".

C

H

K

F

A. FLECK® BAMBOO GRIP WHIP
Handcrafted bamboo handles shaped for the most 
comfortable grip imaginable. Lightweight. Size 47". 
14091   $124.95

B. FLECK® PREMIUM WHIP
Medium Stiff. Features chrome cap, leather handle   
and wrapped shaft with lacquer finish. White.  
Sizes 51", 64". 
14093   $79.95*

C. FLECK® LEATHER FLAP NUBUCK WHIP
Supersoft grip. Lightweight and stiff. Black.  
Sizes 43", 47". 
14092   $65.95

D. FLECK® TRAINER WHIP
Woven nylon shaft, silver mushroom cap. Black. 
Size 47". 
14096   $79.95

E. FLECK® SOFT HANDLE WHIP
Nylon woven covered shaft, Ultra Soft wrapped grip 
handle with mushroom cap. Black. Sizes 43", 47¼". 
14103   $49.95

F. FLECK® CONTACT DRESSAGE WHIP
Contact handle has a zigzag pattern, which offers  
the perfect grip and excellent balance in your hand. 
Silver cap. Black, blue. Sizes 43¼", 47¼". 
14010A   $59.95

G. FLECK® SUPERFLEX WHIP
Lightweight and very flexible design. Recommended 
by Olympic Champion Martin Schaudt. Sizes 38", 
43¼", 47", 51". 
14153   $45.95

H. FLECK® SILVER LOGO WHIP
Silver logo cap and black leather handle. 
Lightweight and flexible. Black. Sizes 43", 47". 
14095   $29.95

J. FLECK® BUMPY GRIP DRESSAGE WHIP
Rubber handle is notched to fit perfectly in the hand 
with minimum slip. Nylon woven shaft is medium stiff. 
Black. Sizes 43¼", 47¼". 
14101   $19.95

K. FLECK® DELTA PRO WHIP
The woven nylon shaft is very flexible. 
Blue. Sizes 431/2", 471/2". 
14016   $45.95

FLECK FELDMANN® BALANCE WHIPS

N

N. FLECK® FELDMANN® SPORT WHIP
Enables the hand to stay relaxed and in a natural 
position. Black. Sizes 431/2", 471/2", 51". 
14019   $49.95*

M
M. FLECK® FELDMANN® BALANCE WHIP
Two wooden balance-handles. Black.  
Sizes 43¼", 47¼", 51". 
1462   $55.95*

L

Black

Anthracite

Dark Red

Brown

Blue

L. FLECK® CARBON ULTRALIGHT  
DRESSAGE WHIP
Carbon composite shaft. Ultra-slim, nonslip 
handle. Black, blue, brown, anthracite, dark red 
(471/2" only). Sizes 43¼", 471/2".
14052A   $55.95*

Hand-crafted 
bamboo handle

J
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HALTERS & LEAD ROPES

SCHOCKEMÖHLE FREMONT 
ANATOMICAL HALTER
Anatomical shape features a pressure reducing head 
piece, softly padded sides and the back part can be 
removed completely transforming it into a grooming 
halter. Black. Sizes cob, full. 
05372   $169.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE ULM LEATHER HALTER
Extra padding all around the crown and over the 
nose. Beautifully stitched with sturdy silver toned 
hardware. Ring under the chin is fixed to the 
headstall to hold halter in place. Black/silver.  
Sizes cob, full. 
05371   $85.00

HENRI DE RIVEL PRO  
FANCY PADDED ROLLED THROAT 
TRIPLE-STITCHED HALTER
Best Seller! Adjustable chin, rolled throat with snap 
and double buckle crown. Leather with a raised stitch 
design over the noseband. Chrome-plated hardware. 
Black. Sizes pony, cob, full, oversize. 
052   $85.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE MEMPHIS HALTER
Comes with two crown pieces; one leather and one 
soft fleece nylon for high wearing comfort. Super 
comfortable with a break away attachment. Versatile 
companion for show or daily work. Adjustable crown. 
Adjustable noseband is accented with Schockemöhle 
branding. Snap throat. Anthracite, navy, black.  
Sizes pony, cob, horse, oversize.
05159A   $53.00

Adjustable  
Leather 
Crown

Schockemöhle 
branding on  
noseband

Anthracite

Explore our full selection of halters   
at DressageExtensions.com/Halters

OTTO SCHUMACHER LEATHER HALTER
Generously lined with soft padding. Solid brass 
hardware with throat snap for easy on and off. Black. 
COB, FULL  05366  $335.95
OVERSIZE 05366A   $369.95

Navy

Black

Made in

PERRI’S® 1" PADDED LEATHER HALTER
Amish-made double-stitched leather halter with soft 
leather padding. 1" double buckle crown, adjustable chin 
strap and rolled throat. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
05043   $119.95

KAVALKADE NORDIC LEATHER HALTER
Norwegian leather with nylon inlay. Padded nose and 
neck piece. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
05433   $95.00
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KAVALKADE ROPE & LEATHER HALTER SET
Matching set with padded leather headstall and leather 
chin piece. Soft and elegant multicolored braided rope. 
Black/grey, cognac/black. Sizes cob, full.
05368   $65.00

GreyNavy

Black

Black

Navy White

Dark 
Blue

Storm 
Blue

Navy Black

Cognac/ 
Black

Black/
Grey

CATAGO® ATTITUDE LEAD ROPE
Polyester lead with matte finish trigger snap.  
Black. One size. 
05391   $18.95

WALDHAUSEN PREMIUM LEAD ROPE
Premium tie rope from Waldhausen is made of spiral 
braided hard wearing material. Supplied with a silver 
colored spring snap perfect for any halter. Navy, black. 
05376   $16.95

KAVALKADE NYLON LEAD ROPE
Sturdy, yet soft in the hand, rope with a metal clip 
end and a plastic cap on the other end to prevent 
shredding. Black, navy, grey. Size 7'. 
05370   $15.00

MONTY ROBERTS DUALLY™  
SCHOOLING HALTER
An effective way to train and school 
your horse in ground manners and 
trailer loading. Ideal for young horse 
training. Black full size. Blue oversize. 
0516   $55.95

CATAGO® ATTITUDE HALTER
Nylon halter with soft neoprene padding.  
Black. Sizes full, oversize. 
05365   $46.95

COTTON LEAD ROPE
3/4" heavy cotton, back braided at both ends. 
Brass bolt snap. White, navy, black. Size 9'L. 
05398   $14.95

Black/
Grey

Black

Blue

CAVALLO® HELVI LEAD ROPE
A horse-handling essential with style! Two-tone with 
a grey stripe running through and a special weave for 
a firm grip. Hardware is matte-silver; includes a snap 
and a decorative plate set with a rhinestone. Dark blue, 
storm blue. One size. 
05489   $17.00

CAVALLO® HOUKI FLEECE HALTER
Removable grey fur padding on nose and 
crown. Halter buckles with Cavallo logo and 
shinestones. Dark blue, storm blue. Pony, cob, 
full, extra full. 
05488   $47.50

Dark 
Blue

Storm 
Blue
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Statement Browbands

Clear Topaz Pewter Black

D

C

A

B

C

A
D

B. KAVALKADE BUTTON BROWBANDS
Add a colorful touch of sparkle to your horse’s bridle. 
Unique button closure for easy exchange. Sizes cob, full. 
CHESS 120338   $35.00
SPARKLE 120336   $35.00

E
B

Sophisticated show ring style at 
DressageExtensions.com/Browbands

A. OTTO SCHUMACHER 
PEARL & CRYSTAL BROWBAND
Made in Germany. The luxurious curved browband is 
inlayed with pearls and crystals for the perfect amount  
of bling. Bronze/peach. 

B. OTTO SCHUMACHER  
SOLID STRIPE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Full length stripe.  
Black/white, black/black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
120287   $49.95

C. OTTO SCHUMACHER PADDED BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Super soft padding provides comfort 
and style. Black/black, white/black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
120306   $99.95

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER 
FANCY STONE BROWBAND
Made in Germany. Curved leather browband with inlaid 
Swarovski crystals. Clear, topaz, pewter, black. Full size. 
120307   $229.95

A. KAVALKADE SPARKLE BROWBAND
Lightly curved browband with crystals. Black.  
Sizes cob, full. 
120337   $55.00

C. KAVALKADE DUO CLINCHER BROWBAND
Designed with two separate clincher rows. Stylish and 
functional. Black/silver. Sizes cob, full. 
120339   $35.00

D. KAVALKADE DUO SLIM BROWBAND
Dark grey rhinestones are split in two arches to drape 
beautifully over brow. Black/grey. Sizes cob, full. 
120332   $40.00

E. KAVALKADE SPLENDID BROWBAND
Dark blue stones in silver settings that sit prominently  
on the black leather browband. Black/blue. Sizes cob, full. 
120334   $65.00

KL PRIX CURVED CRYSTAL BROWBAND
A lovely, understated browband with clear, smaller 
placed crystals in a gold setting. Class and elegance for 
show or schooling. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
44059   $62.00

RED BARN CURVED PIAFFE BROWBAND
Just the right amount of bling to emphasize your 
horse’s majestic presence. Classy, yet modern looking 
browband with alternating clear crystals and silver 
breaks. Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
44061   $72.00

BEASTIES™ LUMINOSITY SILVER WAVE 
DIAMOND BROWBAND
Designed with four rows of beautiful Swarovski crystals 
hand-set into the finest Italian leather, this browband is 
pure understated beauty. Black with silver crystals.  
Sizes cob(153/4"), full(17"). 
120317   $120.00

Full size.   120310     $229.95
Oversize.  120310A   $249.95
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Weymouth 
Browband

OTTO SCHUMACHER 
TIFFANY PADDED CROWN BRIDLE
Curved browband is embellished with black and white 
Tiffany crystals. A cut back shaped crownpiece is softly 
padded for comfort behind the ears. This bridle offers 
a padded crank noseband with flash, leather rein with 
hand stops, hook and stud ends and silver hardware. 
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize.
SNAFFLE - Sizes full, cob. 120296      $679.95
SNAFFLE - Oversize. 120296A   $739.95
WEYMOUTH - Sizes full, cob. 120291      $879.95
WEYMOUTH - Oversize. 120291A    $955.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER 
PATENT VENEDIG BRIDLE
Patent leather extra wide crank caveson (5cm) with flash 
is well padded and tapers at the sides. Patent leather 
wave browband is embellished with clear Swarovski 
crystals and a padded cutback monocrown. Reins not 
included. Black leather with black or white padding. 
Sizes cob, full.
SNAFFLE             120297   $689.95
WEYMOUTH     120298   $689.95

A-B. STÜBBEN SWITCH COMBO BRIDLE
Two-in-one design lets you switch from a snaffle 
bridle to a double bridle. Anatomically cutback 
and padded headstall, curved and softly padded 
noseband buckles on both sides and interchangeable 
loop to let the flash system be removed. Anatomical 
chin pad aids correct placement and provides even 
adjustments. Sizes cob, full.
A. BLACK/BLACK 120415   $440.00
B. BLACK PATENT 120416   $440.00

Start designing today – Call for custom options
800-541-3708

A 
Black/Black
Snaffle

B 
Black Patent 
Weymouth

Crown 
detail

Chin
detail

Otto Schumacher handcrafted in Germany
Superior quality leathers, buckles, and hardware.

OTTO SCHUMACHER 
CUT-BACK CROWN SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Gracefully cut away behind the ears to ease the 
pressure on your horse’s head. Nicely padded crank 
noseband adds to the overall comfort level. Hook and 
stud ends, silver hardware and hand-stop web reins. 
Black. Sizes cob, full, oversize. 
120290   $459.95

Design the Bridle
of Your Dreams!
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Available in 
Pony Size

With a history of over 165 years of craftsmanship and tradition, Kieffer has represented 
excellence in German craftsmanship. Kieffer’s aim for perfection is reflected in every 

aspect of their innovative products, with top quality leather and expert styling. 

Black/Black

KIEFFER SYLVIE  
WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Rolled leather and a Swarovski® white 
crystal studded browband give this 
bridle its stylish and elegant appearance. 
An innovative buckling system and a 
soft, padded crown. Extra-wide, soft, 
padded crank caveson. Includes two 
pairs of matching rolled leather reins.  
5/8" snaffle rein with stops and 1/2" plain 
curb rein. Hook stud ends. Black with 
black padding; chrome hardware.  
Sizes cob, full.
120391   $449.95

KIEFFER PERSEUS  
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Soft, padded crown with cutback design 
for ear room. Noseband strap threads
over crown for better pressure 
distribution. Ergonomically shaped 
padded caveson has a chin pad and 
discreetly integrated flash strap that is 
easily removed. Chrome buckles and 
web reins with hand stops. Black with 
black padding. Sizes cob, full. 
Plain snaffle bridle shown.

CLINCHER    120383   $260.95
PLAIN              120392   $260.95

KIEFFER ANJA BERAN  
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A particularly fine, narrow-cut bridle 
in a classic design. Softly padded crown 
with noseband strap threaded over for 
comfort. Chrome buckles. With web 
reins. Black with black padding.  
Sizes cob, full. 
120379   $225.95

KIEFFER RACHEL
ANATOMICAL BRIDLE
Anatomically shaped headpiece. 
Generous cut-back design at the ear 
and shaped noseband prevent pressure. 
Room at the sides avoids interference 
with bit rings. Web reins included. 
Black/black/silver. Sizes cob, full. 
120386   $219.95

KIEFFER CLINCHER COMFORT 
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Silver clincher browband and matching 
chrome hardware. Comfort features 
include padded, cutback crown, 
browband and caveson with additional 
chin pad that protects your horse from 
the buckle. Includes web hand stop 
reins. Black. Sizes pony, cob, full. 
120390   $240.95

KIEFFER PADDED ERGONOMIC 
LINE II DOUBLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-padded 
crown, brow and wide crank noseband. 
Includes web reins with hand stops. Silver 
hardware; buckle ends. Black with black. 
Sizes cob, full. 
120374   $335.95

KIEFFER “ERGONOMIC III” 
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Offers ultimate comfort with well-
padded crown, brow and wide crank 
noseband. Includes web reins with hand 
stops. Silver hardware; buckle ends. 
Black with black, black with white 
padding.  Sizes cob, full. 
120373   $245.95

KIEFFER PADDED CROWN 
ERGONOMIC LINE II  
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
A soft, padded crown protects the poll. 
Padded crank caveson with flash, chin 
pad with leather-covered roller rings. 
Includes web reins with chrome buckle 
ends and hand stops. Black with black 
padding. Sizes cob, full. 
120382   $198.95
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Bits not included.

SOPHISTICATED Bridles

Shown as 
double bridle

Shown as 
snaffle bridle

Kavalkade has the 
solution! Visit us at 

DressageExtensions.com/
Kavalkade

Black/Black

KAVALKADE IVANA  
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Handcrafted anatomical bridle in soft, 
gently tanned leather with beautiful 
browband with black and clear crystals 
in a repeating diagonal pattern and a 
well padded patent noseband. Includes 
woven rubber reins with hand stops. 
Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120326   $175.00

KAVALKADE LINA DROP  
NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Features a traditional drop noseband 
softly padded for comfort. High-quality 
raised leather noseband and browband. 
Includes 5/8" web reins, hand stops, 
buckle ends. Black. Sizes cob, full.
120322   $110.00

KAVALKADE CHARLOTTE 
SNAFFLE BRIDLE
Bridle features anatomically cut and 
padded headpiece and padded crank 
noseband that is adjustable on both 
sides. Features and elegant curved 
browband with white rhinestones. 
Includes reins. Black/black.  
Sizes cob, full. 
120321   $210.00

KAVALKADE ANTONIA 
WEYMOUTH BRIDLE
Made with a softly padded crank 
noseband (1 3/4" wide at largest part). An 
anatomically cut headpiece to avoid your 
horses ears. The crown is nicely padded 
for comfort. Curved browband with 
large white rhinestones. Includes two 
sets of reins (1/2" plain and 5/8" reins with 
stops). Sizes cob, full. 

KAVALKADE IVONNE CONVERTIBLE BRIDLE
This bridle serves both as a snaffle and double bridle by easily attaching the removable 
flash and removing the additional check pieces that go over the poll for the curb bit. The 
bridle is adjustable on both sides as well. Features an anatomically cut and padded head 
piece as well as a softly padded noseband. Hook and stud ends at bit attachments. Includes 
rubberized reins with hand stops and leather curb reins. Black/black. Sizes cob, full.
120328   $250.00

KAVALKADE ISABELLA DROP  
NOSEBAND BRIDLE
Features a traditional drop noseband 
softly padded for comfort. High-quality 
raised leather noseband, browband with 
small crystals surrounding black buttons 
for a classic elegance. Includes 5/8" web 
reins, hand stops, buckle ends. Black/
black. Sizes cob, full.
120325   $145.00

Black/black patent.   120329   $250.00
Black/black.              120324   $250.00
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Offering an exciting and innovative range of high performance, superior comfort bits for all equines, covering all disciplines at every level from pleasure to Grand Prix. 
Accomplished through bits that are ergonomically designed, using the latest in engineering and computer aided design (CAD) technologies. NeueSchule bits incorporate a patented, 

sweeter, warmer metal. Salox Gold® has a high copper content and NeueSchule additives that maximize the warm and oxidation promoting acceptance and communication.  
All Neue Schule Bits have Salox® Gold mouthpiece with Stainless steel rings, shanks.

NEUE SCHULE NAMED OFFICIAL BIT OF THE 
UNITED STATES EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION

TURTLE TACTIO 
Sizes M(128-138mm),  
L(138-148mm),  XL(148-158mm).

TURTLE TACTIO SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010979   $217.50

TURTLE TACTIO BRADOON
16mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
011966   $217.50

TURTLE TOP SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010985   $217.50

STARTER LOOSE RING
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".

STARTER SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with  
70mm ring. No size 6".
013062   $154.00
14mm mouthpiece with  
70mm ring. No size 5 1/2".
013067   $154.00

STARTER BRADOON
14mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
013066   $154.00

TRANZ ANGLED 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6". 
 
TRANZ ANGLED LOOSE 
RING SNAFFLE
18mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring. 51/2" only. 
013023   $154.00
18mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring. 5", 61/2" only.
010678   $154.00
14mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010677   $154.00

TRANZ ANGLED LOOSE 
RING SNAFFLE
14mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
010679   $154.00

SLIMMA LONG SHANK 
WEYMOUTH 
14mm. Long shank - 13cm with  
7cm lower shank.
Sizes 4 1/2", 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 
5 3/4", 61/2".
010684   $260.25

SLIMMA SHORT  
SHANK WEYMOUTH
14mm. Short shank - 11cm 
with 5cm lower shank.
Sizes 4 1/2", 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".
011996   $260.25

VERBINDEND
 Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6". 

VERBINDEND SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010673   $154.00
12mm mouthpiece with 70mm ring.
010671   $154.00
VERBINDEND BRADOON
12mm mouthpiece with 55mm ring.
010681   $154.00

0˚

FV

MORS L HOTTE 
WEYMOUTH
12mm.
Size 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
011990   $260.25

STARTER 
WEYMOUTH
16mm. 
Size 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".
013026   $260.25

45˚

FF

THOROUGHBRED 
WEYMOUTH
12mm.
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
011989   $260.25

TURTLE TOP WITH FLEX 
EGGBUTT SNAFFLE 
Sizes S(118-128mm),  
M(128-138mm), L(138-148mm),   
XL(148-158mm),  XXL(158-168mm).
011979   $289.25

TRANZANGLED 
EGGBUTT
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".

TRANZANGLED  
EGGBUTT SNAFFLE
16mm mouthpiece with 
70mm ring.
010680   $227.50

TRANZANGLED  
EGGBUTT BRADOON
14mm mouthpiece with 
55mm ring. Also available in size 4 3/4".
011811   $227.50

Some of these bits are available for testing on your horse. 

Visit DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing for more details.

TEST BIT CENTER

TURTLE TILT WEYMOUTH 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".
011972   $351.00

WARMBLOOD LONG 
SHANK WEYMOUTH
14mm. Long shank - 13cm with 
7cm lower shank. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 
5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".
013032   $281.75
WARMBLOOD SHORT 
SHANK WEYMOUTH
14mm. Short shank - 11cm 
with 5cm lower shank.
013029   $281.75

TURTLE TOP
Sizes S(4 1/2"-5"), M(5"-5 1/2"), 
L(5 1/2"-5 3/4"), XL, (5 3/4"-6 ¼").

THIN WIDE PORT CURB
11mm. Stainless steel. Size 5 1/2".
013110   $39.95

MISCELLANEOUS BRADOONS & WEYMOUTHS

LOOSE RING FRENCH BRADOON
14mm. Stainless steel.  
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
013107   $23.95
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MISCELLANEOUS SNAFFLES

ALBACON BITS

AlBaCon bits have an advanced alloy formulation containing a high copper content  
which stimul ates salivation and helps prevent dry mouth. Superior tensile strength.

LOOSE RING SNAFFLE
14mm. Sizes 5 ¼", 5 3/4".
013109   $54.95

FRENCH BRADOON
14mm. Sizes 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4", 6".
010964   $49.50

LOOSE RING SNAFFLE
18mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼" , 5 3/4".
010182   $50.95

WIDE PORT CURB
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 3/4".
010164   $120.95

BAUCHER SNAFFLE
Best Seller! 
11mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 3/4".
010149   $72.95

BRADOON
13mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
010163   $43.95

FRENCH SNAFFLE
13mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 
5 3/4", 6".
010177   $50.95

OVAL MOUTH 
SNAFFLE
18mm. Stainless steel.  
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 6".
01597   $35.95

BERIS SOFT 
EGGBUTT SNAFFLE
Bar is solid, soft  
rubber/plastic piece.  
Sizes 43/4", 5 ⅛", 5 1/2".
013119   $129.95

OVATION® JOINTED SNAFFLE
German Silver mouth with Stainless steel rings. 
Sizes 5", 5 1/2".
16mm. 
01339   $49.50

18mm. 
01338   $49.50

A trusted European brand since 1984. Bits feature 
innovative functions combined with timeless elegance.

SINGLE JOINT LOOSE 
RING BRADOON
12mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
013127   $45.00

ANATOMIC SNAFFLE
16mm Sweet Copper mouthpiece. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
013123   $85.00

COPPER WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2".
013125   $160.00

CONTACT SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 3/4".
013124   $110.00

COPPER SHORT 
SHANK WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2", 5 3/4".
013126   $160.00

STÜBBEN BITS

SWEET COPPER 
LOOSE RING BIT
Smooth connecting pieces. 16mm mouth. 
Sizes 5", 51⁄4", 51⁄ 2", 53⁄4", 6".
010432   $85.00

BAUCHER BIT
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 1/2".
01135   $110.00

LOOSE RING BRADOON
14mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 3/4".
010435   $59.00

JP BY KORSTEEL® 
FRENCH LINK 
LOOSE RING BIT
Curved mouth. 
14mm mouth.  
Sizes 41⁄ 2", 5", 51⁄ 2".
010071   $29.95

MYLER® LOOSE 
RING COMFORT 
SNAFFLE MB 02 BIT
Perfect for beginners. 
Sizes 43/4", 5", 5¼", 51/2".
01300   $92.95
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HERM SPRENGER BRADOONS

DYNAMIC RS ULTRA BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece 55mm. 
stainless steel rings. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 ⅛".
010250   $179.95

30
°

DS ANGLED WEYMOUTH
16mm. Sensogan® with stainless 
Steel Cheeks. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010060   $349.95

BEMELMANS  
SHORT SHANK 
WEYMOUTH
16mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010090   $349.95

LOW PORT 
WEYMOUTH
16mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011869   $279.95

NOVOCONTACT 
WEYMOUTH
14mm. 
Sizes 4 ½", 5", 5 ¼".
011902   $349.95

HO WEYMOUTH 
SWIVEL CHEEK
Each part works 
independently of each 
other as the cheeks act 
on the poll without 
increasing pressure on 
the tongue. 14mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
013105   $349.95

NOVOCONTACT 
WEYMOUTH SHORT
14mm.  
Sizes 4 ½", 5", 5 ¼".
011901   $349.95

DYNAMIC RS BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55 mm 
stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 ⅛", 5 ½", 6". 
010260   $149.95

KK ULTRA EGGBUTT BRADOON
14 mm. Sensogan®. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011887   $205.95

KK BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 55mm 
stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 ⅛", 5 ½", 6".
011871   $139.95

SINGLE JOINT BRADOON
12mm. Sensogan® with 55mm stainless  
steel rings. Sizes 4 ¾", 5 ⅛", 5 ½", 6" .
011829   $89.95

DYNAMIC RS ULTRA 
EGGBUTT BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece. Stainless steel 
rings. Sizes 4 ¼", 4 ½", 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011836   $215.95

KK ULTRA BAUCHER
16 mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with  
stainless steel cheeks. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾". 
011883   $239.95

WH ULTRA BRADOON
14mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with stainless  
steel rings. Sizes 4 ¾", 5 ⅛", 5 ½".
010180   $205.95

Renowned among top international riders, 
Herm Sprenger’s 35 years of successful 

innovation have resulted in its own
Sensogan® metal, which is trusted for
its premium quality for bits. Always

designed for the best in communication
between you and your horse.

HERM SPRENGER WEYMOUTHS

Slanted 
mouthpiece

Rounded 
port Single 

sided 
rein aids 

Revolving 
cheek

HO WEYMOUTH 
14mm.   
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010070   $349.95

Some of these bits are available for testing on your horse. 

Visit DressageExtensions.com/Bit-Testing for more details.

TEST BIT CENTER

BEMELMANS 
LONG SHANK
WEYMOUTH
16mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010080   $349.95

HO SHORT SHANK
14mm. Sizes 5",  
5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011863   $349.95
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KK ULTRA DESIGN
Based on research from the veterinary university in Hanover. After extensive study,  
the middle link has been shortened and the angle has been twisted by 45 degrees for 
the best possible effect without severity.

DYNAMIC RS 
Offers an ergonomically formed mouthpiece that lies perfectly in the horse’s mouth 
resulting in a soft, even pressure on the tongue, encouraging acceptance of the bit.  
In addition this bit supports the contact to the corners of the mouth keeping the 
horse on the bit.

WH ULTRA BITS
Developed by Herm Sprenger together with Lisa Wilcox and Ernst Hoyos, this 
double-jointed bit features a unique roller in the center section, which provides gentle 
stimulation to the tongue. It encourages the horse to chew, prompting salivation, 
acceptance of the bit and relaxation of the jaw.

NOVOCONTACT 
Designed to create a unique oval shape which widens the contact surface on the tongue 
while the rider keeps a steady contact. As the rider gives a rein aid the mouthpiece turns 
forward and the contact surface gets narrower, ensuring more precise and effective 
communication. Improves the interaction between horse and rider for better contact 
and acceptance of the bit. 

DUO LOOSE RING
16mm. Sizes 4 ½", 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011925   $99.95

BALKENHOL SNAFFLE
18mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
011881   $139.95
16mm. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½", 6".
010140   $139.95

BIT LOCKS INTO 
PLACE WHEN THE 

HORSE OPPOSES THE 
RIDERS’ HAND FOR 

MAXIMUM CONTROL

MAX-CONTROL SNAFFLE
16 mm. Sizes 5", 5¼", 5 ¾".
011893   $89.95

COMFORT MOUTH
16 mm. Sensogan® with stainless 
rings. Sizes 4 ¼", 4 ¾", 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010110   $149.95

NOVOCONTACT 
DOUBLE JOINTED SNAFFLE
16mm Sensogan® mouthpiece with 
70mm stainless steel rings. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010889   $189.95

WH ULTRA SOFT LOOSE RING
16mm. Sizes 4 ¾", 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010170   $205.95

KK ULTRA SNAFFLE
Sensogan® mouthpiece with  
70mm stainless steel rings.
12mm.  
Sizes 5", 5 ¼".
011882   $169.95 
14mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
010050   $169.95
16mm. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾", 6 1/8".
010040   $169.95

WH ULTRA SNAFFLE
16mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece with 
stainless steel rings. Sizes 5 1/8", 5 ½".
010210   $205.95

DYNAMIC RS +  
WH ULTRA EGGBUTT
16mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece  
with stainless steel rings.  
Sizes 4 ¾", 5 ⅛", 5 ½".
010220   $259.95

SENSOGAN® Offers a reduced copper content combined with manganese.  
This combination results in a smooth and well regulated oxidation process, causing slow 
and steady salivation. Tests show a very positive influence on the horse’s satisfaction, 
motivation and willingness to perform. 

SENSOGAN® bits are marked with a black ring 
at the cheeks. The arrow must always be on the 
left hand side pointing forward for a proper fit.

DYNAMIC RS KK ULTRA 
SNAFFLE
16mm. Sensogan® mouthpiece  
with stainless steel rings.  
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010010   $179.95
14mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010020   $179.95

NOVOCONTACT
SINGLE JOINTED SNAFFLE
16mm Sensogan® mouthpiece with 
70mm stainless steel rings. 
Sizes 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾".
010891   $165.95

KK ULTRA EGGBUTT
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¾".
011886   $205.95

KK ULTRA B RING SNAFFLE
16mm. Sizes 5", 5 ¾".
010711   $215.95

DYNAMIC RS ULTRA 
EGGBUTT
Smaller rings feature the 
innovative Sensogan® 
mouthpiece metal. 14mm. 
Sensogan mouthpiece with 
Stainless rings.  
Sizes 4 ½", 5", 5 ¼", 5 ¾". 
01990   $215.95Smaller rings for effective 

communication

Ergonomically 
curved 
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KL SELECT PEBBLE GRIP REINS
Thinner in the hand and more flexible than traditional 
rubber reins. Reinforced leather shielded ends, finished 
bevel edging and tapered ends. Stainless steel buckles or 
hook-stud ends. Size ¾"x 60".
030232   $156.00

F. NOTCHED LEATHER REINS
These reins feature an inner hand stop 
to prevent sliding and extra soft calfskin 
lining for a superior yet supple grip. 
Stainless steel buckle ends or hook-stud 
ends. Black. Size ¾". 
54"   030181      $96.00 
60"   030181A   $110.00

G. PEBBLE GRIP REINS
Thinner in the hand and more flexible 
than traditional rubber reins. Reinforced 
leather shielded ends, finished bevel edging 
and tapered ends. Stainless steel buckles or 
hook-stud ends. Size ¾" x 54".
030231   $144.00
 

H. ITALIA SOFT GRIP REINS
A fusion of our Easy Grip and Calf 
Lined Reins. Rubber lined, calf skin 
reins with stops. Black. Stainless steel 
buckles. Size ⅝" x 54". 
030182   $100.00
J. EASY GRIP REINS
Standard leather reins with hand stops 
from the outside, but the inside is lined 
with a layer of rubber for an "easy" grip. 
Stainless steel buckle ends or hook-stud 
ends. Size ⅝" x 54".
030186   $84.00
K. LEATHER CURB REINS
Stainless steel ends. 
56" Buckle ends. 
030179  $86.00
60" Buckle or hook-stud ends. 
030178   $98.00

KL SELECT REINS
Est. 1987. Handcrafted with England’s finest leather. Synonymous  
with exquisite leather and meticulous attention to detail.

A. SOFT LEATHER REINS
Cleverly designed hand stops which are 
placed inside the soft leather. Hook-stud 
ends. Size ⅝". 
030171   $219.95

B. LEATHER HAND STOP REINS
Buckle ends. Sizes ⅝", ¾". 
030163   $199.95
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ⅝", ¾". 
030161   $189.95

C. LEATHER PLAIN REINS
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ½", ⅝", ¾". 
030170   $115.95

D. WEB REINS
Buckle ends. Sizes ¾", ⅞".
030169   $125.95 
Hook-stud ends. Sizes ⅝", ¾".
03455     $115.95

E. ROLLED  
HANDSTOPS REINS
Hook-stud ends. Size ⅝".
030381   $249.95

OTTO SCHUMACHER REINS
Handcrafted in Germany with high quality leather and Herm Sprenger 
hardware. Black. Brown available by special order.

REINS
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KAVALKADE ULTRAGRIP REINS
Rubberized grip/dimples. Black/silver. Sizes 54", 62". 
030173   $40.00

KAVALKADE RUBBER GRIP REINS
Rubberized with dimples. Black/silver. Size 54". 
030175   $110.00

KAVALKADE SOFT LEATHER REINS
Made in Germany. Soft leather. Inner ridges function 
as stops for great grip. Buckle ends. Black.  
Size ¾" x 54". 
030172   $70.00

KAVALKADE LEATHER DRAW 
REINS WITH NYLON ROPE
Nylon rope fronts slide easily slide through 
bit rings. leather hand grip portion is standard 
¾" wide. Girth loop is included. Stainless steel 
hardware and snap ends. Black. 
030177   $40.00

KL SELECT 
LEATHER DRAW REINS 
WITH HAND STOPS
All leather with stainless swivel snaps, girth loops. 
030185   $84.00

KL SELECT PEBBLE GRIP REINS 
WITH HAND STOPS
Soft pliable biothane rein with hand stops that are 
easy to hold. Buckle ends. Black. Size ¾"x 54". 
030187   $128.00
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REINS

ROYAL OAK ULTRA GRIP REINS
Tested and Approved. Offers a more secure hold even 
in wet weather. Slim, flexible, comfortable. Sewn-in 
leather hand stops help maintain desired length and 
prevent sliding through hands. For schooling or show. 
Silver hardware, buckle ends. Black. ⅝" width. 
54"      02882   $79.95
64"      02881   $85.95

ROYAL OAK HAND STOP REINS
Silver hardware. Hook-stud ends. Black. Size 54". 
5/8"    030198   $119.95
3/4"    030199   $119.95

ROYAL OAK PLAIN LEATHER CURB REINS
Black. Size ½" x 54".
030201   $99.95

ROYAL OAK RUBBER LINED CURB REINS
Rubber-lined leather ½" curb reins with no stops. Can 
use with rubber-lined leather snaffle reins for superior 
grip. Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ½" x 54". 
030202   $99.95

G. LEATHER HAND STOPS REINS
¾" Buckle end. Black. 
54"   030239   $58.95
60"   030218   $62.95

Hook-stud end. Black. Size ¾" x 54".
030238   $60.95

H. LEATHER LACED REIN
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ¾" x 54".
030213   $79.95

J. RUBBER GRIP LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 60". 
030212   $69.95

K. RUBBER LINED LEATHER REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 54". 
030236   $75.95

L. ECONOMY WEB REINS
Buckle ends. Black. Size ¾". 
54"    030215   $63.95
60"    030241   $63.95

TORY LEATHER COMPANY REINS
Made in USA with high quality leather and stainless steel hardware.
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A. LEATHER REINS  
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 54". 
030188   $72.95 

B. RUBBER LINED REINS  
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 54".  
03290   $72.95

C. LEATHER CURB REINS
Hook-stud ends. Black.  
Size ½" x 54". 
03379   $72.95

D. ROLLED RUBBER LINED 
LEATHER REINS 
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 54".  
030192   $72.95

E. ROLLED LEATHER REINS  
WITH HAND STOPS
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ⅝" x 54". 
030190   $72.95

F. ROLLED LEATHER  
CURB REIN
Hook-stud ends. Black. Size ½" x 52". 
030195   $72.95

A B

SCHOCKEMÖHLE REINS
Quality leather with hook ends. 
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Find the perfect set of reins to suit your needs 
at DressageExtensions.com/Reins

D

L

THINLINE® DRESSAGE REINS
Comfortable to hold and won't slip. After use will 
return to their original state. A classic look that boasts 
durability. Buckle or hook-stud ends. 
54"   03102   $76.00
60"   03105   $78.00

THIN 
SADDLE PADS

®
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EQUI-STRETCH GIRTH SOCK 
Acrylic/Spandex knit cover for girth. Machine washable. 
Black. Size 34".
02884   $42.95
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D. WINTEC PRO SHAPED DRESSAGE GIRTH
Easy-Care Equisuede dressage girth. Well padded contoured design 

with roller buckles. Black. Sizes 24"-34".
V000217   $77.99

F. LÉTTIA® COOLMAX® DRESSAGE GIRTH
Best Seller! The underside of this girth has Coolmax lining that will wick 
away moisture and keep your horse cool, dry and comfortable. Made of 

nylon webbing and 100% cotton fleece with stainless steel roller buckles, heavy-duty elastic 
at both ends, and billet keepers. Machine washable, hang dry. Black. Sizes 22"-34".
02915   $59.99

H. ORIGINAL TREVIRA™ CORD GIRTH 
The original soft and comfortable Trevira™ cord girth, but improved design  
for dressage saddles with billet keepers and stainless steel roller buckles.  
White. Sizes 24", 26", 28".

02094   $34.95

GIRTHS/GIRTH COVERS

E. WINTEC AIR FLOW ELASTIC GIRTH
Easy care, anti-galling girth. Up to 2" elastic stretch. Black. Sizes 20"-32".

0226   $54.99

G

G. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE GIRTH
Padded with a soft memory foam material that molds to the horse during use, 
then returns to its original shape. Synthetic, contoured girth. Double elastics 

and stainless steel roller buckles on both ends allow for extra-easy adjustments, even from 
the saddle. Black with silver fittings and center d-ring. Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 
70cm(28"), 75cm(30"), 80cm(32").
02893   $80.00

J. TOTAL SADDLE FIT SHAPED SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVER
100% real wool custom fits the Shoulder Relief Girth and other shaped girths.  
Black. Sizes S(20"-22"), M(24"-26"), L(28"-30"), XL(32"-34").
02460   $99.95

J

K

A. MIKMAR DRESSAGE COMFORT GIRTH
Allows the horse’s ribs to expand and contract without restriction. Panel 

is lined with natural nonslip alveolar rubber and is positioned over the sternum to keep 
the saddle fully secure. The addition of a safety  strap inner woven within the Gibaud 
Fabric prevents the rider from over tightening the elastic. Black. Sizes 20"-32". 
02878   $299.95

C. REPLACEMENT RUBBER 
Pack of 4 replacement rubbers for the Kieffer girth. Black.
02908   $7.95

C

B. KIEFFER NEOPRENE GIRTH WITH ELASTIC CENTER
Soft and flexible, with an inner elastic panel for ultimate fit 

and comfort. Sweat wicking, quick drying and washable. Stainless steel roller 
buckles with elastomer bands, making tightening your girth fast and easy. 
Black. Sizes S(50 cm), M(60 cm), L(70 cm). 
02914   $90.95

KIEFFER SPECIAL GIRTH (not shown).
Same as B. Kieffer Neoprene Girth, but without elastic center. Black.  
Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75(30"), 80cm(32").
02907   $90.95

K. FLEECEWORKS SHEEPSKIN GIRTH COVER
Lightweight 100% Australian Merino sheepskin girth cover protects your 
girth and your horse. Fits 4" girth. Black, natural. Sizes 22", 24", 26".

02899   $90.00

OVATION® GIRTH 
BUCKLE GUARDS
Protects saddle flaps.  
Pair. Brown.
0234   $29.95

OVATION® GIRTH 
EXTENDER
Adds up to 6" to any girth. 
Roller buckles. Brown.
0216   $17.95
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LEATHER GIRTH 
EXTENDER
Add up to 8" to any 
girth. Black.
02906   $19.95
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LEATHER GIRTHS

F
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C. COUNTY LOGIC GIRTH
Best Seller! Anatomically designed to provide clearance for the elbow 
and to line up with the billets. Prevents the saddle from being pulled 

down and forward onto the withers. Black (Brown by Special Order). Sizes 22"-36." 
02879   $225.95

D. OTTO SCHUMACHER DRESSAGE GIRTH
Top-of-the-line girth made in Germany with the finest leather. 
Contoured girth is shaped around the elbows for freedom of 

movement. Well padded yet thin, it has elastic at both ends and roller buckles  
for easy use. Black. Sizes 50cm(20"), 55cm(22"), 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 
70cm(28"), 75cm(30"), 80cm(32"). 
02885   $279.95

E. OVATION® COMFORT DRESSAGE GIRTH
Made of Italian harness leather and is well padded and shaped for your 

horses comfort. Features elastic on both ends, stainless steel roller buckles and girth ring. 
Black. Sizes 26"-32". 
02199   $149.95

F. WALDHAUSEN EURO PRO GIRTH
Anatomically moulded and softly padded leather. Finest 

workmanship guarantees best fit and comfort for the horse and prevents chafe marks. 
Stainless steel roller buckles, elastic inserts at both ends, ring to attach auxiliary reins. 
Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75cm(30"). 
02895   $95.95

G. KAVALKADE COMFORT GIRTH
Padded in soft, special vegetable-tanned leather. Extra-wide contact area for 
superior pressure distribution. European-style and quality craftsmanship in a 

contoured shape with triple elastics, stainless steel roller buckles, nylon inlay to prevent 
stretching, center D-ring, double keepers and silver fittings. Black. Sizes 60cm(24"), 
65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 75cm(30") or 80cm(32"). 
02892   $165.00

H. KAVALKADE MEMORY FOAM COMFORT GIRTH
Soft memory foam material which modulates itself perfectly around the 
horse, then reverts back to its original shape after use. Wider center distributes 

girth pressure and provides ultimate comfort for your horse. Black. Sizes 20"-32". 
02894   $80.00

J. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC  
SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH™

Prevents a saddle from impeding a horse’s shoulders. The center sits forward in the horse’s 
natural girth groove, the sides are cut back to meet the billets two inches behind was a 
duplicate number from above. Black. Sizes 20 "-34". 
02590   $159.95

K. ACAVALLO® SHAPED GIRTH
Calfskin leather is shaped to provide optimal comfort and 

not block movement. Elasticated straps for breathability and an Acavallo gel panel insert 
for pressure distribution. Black. Sizes 55cm(22"), 60cm(24"), 65cm(26"), 70cm(28"), 
75cm(30"), 80cm(32"). 
02886   $315.00

Interchangeable 
leather girth liner

Elastic stretches to contour 
to horses’ natural shape

Allows shoulder 
freedom and 
elbow comfort

A. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC 
SHOULDER RELIEF GIRTH™
Brings the next level of intuition to functional girths. The triangular center 
elastic allows the StretchTec Shoulder Relief Girth to expand with the 1.5 cm 
chest expansion that horses experience while breathing. It’s design allows stretch 
in a more anatomically friendly way to contour better to a horse’s barrel and 
provide even contact through the sternum area. Includes leather and neoprene 
backing. Black. Sizes 20"-32". Optional neoprene liner sold below.
02824   $199.95

B. TOTAL SADDLE FIT STRETCHTEC NEOPRENE GIRTH LINER
Natural limestone-based 10mm neoprene liner is made to fit your StretchTec 
Shoulder Relief Dressage Girth™. Black. Sizes 18"-34". 
02825    $19.95

Neoprene  
girth liner

A 

B

TORY LEATHER GIRTH LOOP WITH BUCKLE
Buckle allows the loop to be removed 
without unfastening girth. Black.
02014   $21.95

TORY GIRTH EXTENDER 
WITH ELASTIC
Makes for easy tightening. Adds 
up to 8". Elastic inserts. Stainless 
steel roller buckles. Brown.
02109   $27.95
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D. STÜBBEN DRESSAGE LEATHERS
High quality, vegetable tanned, pre-stretched stirrup leathers treated for 
sweat and mold resistance. Beveled edges, triple sewn at newly designed flat 
buckles that eliminate bulk under your leg. Black. Size 1" x 64".
0607   $140.00

E. STÜBBEN STIRRUP LEATHERS
High-quality vegetable tanned, pre-stretched, beveled edges and triple sewn 
at flat buckles. Black. Size 1" x 52".
0672   $110.00

F. STÜBBEN STIRRUP LEATHERS
Soft yet extremely hard wearing, and made with rounded edges. Stainless 
steel roller buckles, sewn in three times by hand, offer easy adjustments and 
security. Holes are numbered to allow accuracy. Black. Size 1" x 61".
0673   $125.00

G. STÜBBEN STIRRUP LEATHERS
Vegetable tanned, pre-stretched and treated for sweat and mold resistance. 
Beveled edges, triple sewn at newly designed flat buckles. Black.  
Sizes 1" x 54", 1" x 58".
06846   $120.00
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B. PASSIER® STIRRUP LEATHERS WITH NYLON INSERTS
Non-stretch leathers with 20 holes spaced closely for an excellent fit. The 
curved stainless steel buckles provides a close contact to the horse. Black. 
Sizes 55", 59", 63", 67".
06893   $90.00

C. DRESSAGE LEATHERS
Single stitched. Sizes 54", 60".
0617    $79.95

A. PASSIER PRE-STRETCHED LEATHERS
Tested and Approved. Superior hand-stitched leather. Curved buckles fit snugly over 
the stirrup bars reducing bulk under the rider’s leg. Twice the number of holes ensures 
the perfect fit. 1" width; holes spaced 1" apart.  Black. Sizes 55", 59", 63", 67".
0601   $155.00

H. TORY FLASH STRAP
For a flash noseband. Black. Size ½".
0872   $16.95

J. TORY FLASH ATTACHMENT
Alters a French caveson to a flash. Black.
0873   $5.95 

H J

L. ROLLED GRAB STRAP
Attaches to any dressage saddle. Rolled leather with 
metal snaps. Black. Approximately 15"-15 ½" long.
0874   $30.95

Made in

K. TORY LEATHER EXTRA LONG 
LEATHER DRAW REINS
Each rein measures 106". Includes 2 adjustable and 
removable girth loops, which will add another 8 
inches. Dressage Extensions exclusive. Black. USA. 
030216   $99.95
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We have more leathers online!  
at DressageExtensions.com/Leathers

KIEFFER  
SOFT HALF HOLE  
STIRRUP LEATHERS
Best Seller! Nylon lining covered with 
double-stitched soft leather make these 
stretch-resistant for long wear. Black. 
Sizes 55", 59", 63".
07102   $95.95

SCHOCKEMÖHLE COLORADO STIRRUP LEATHERS
Made of soft leather with nylon reinforcement for improved durability. Innovative 
rectangular holes for easy buckling. Excellent value! Black. Sizes 53", 57", 61", 64".
07099   $84.95

TOTAL SADDLE FIT STABILITY STIRRUP LEATHERS™
A new unique wide-body design in stirrups that brings an unprecedented 
level of stability and comfort to a rider’s leg while creating a feeling of  
“no leathers” under the rider’s leg. Black. Sizes 54", 60".
0654   $155.95

LONG-LASTING 
      Leathers
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REPLACEMENT STIRRUP PADS
White, black. Sizes 4¼", 4½", 4¾", 5.  
07098   $6.95

NON-SLIP GRIT PADS
Silver grit. Sizes 4¼", 4¾". 
White. 07091   $7.95
Black. 07092   $7.95

METAL STIRRUP PADS
Very secure with extra grip.  
Sizes 4¼", 4¾".
07089    $7.95

STÜBBEN FILLIS STIRRUPS
Classic style stainless steel irons.  
Size 4¼", 4¾", 5.
0703   $75.00

OFFSET FILLIS PADS
Replacement stirrup pads. White.  
Sizes 4¼", 4½", 4¾".
07088    $12.95

Find the perfect solution and fit  
at DressageExtensions.com/Stirrups

NEW! LEMIEUX® VECTOR CONTROL STIRRUPS
Integrated safety arm has a two-stage release system. Ergonomic footplate is set at 0°. Stirrup eye is offset at  
45º. Machined from aviation grade aluminum to offer an impressive strength-to-weight ratio, making them 
lighter than most stirrups at just 372 grams without compromising stability. Aluminum, black. Size 4½". 
07103   $269.95

NEW! LEMIEUX® VECTOR  
BALANCE STIRRUPS
A new generation of stirrups. Technically advanced 
and lightweight. Stirrup bed has 5º incline, stirrup eye 
is offset at 45º and has a safety release. Aviation grade 
aluminum offers an impressive strength-to-weight ratio. 
Lighter than most stirrups at just 372 grams without 
compromising stability. Black, aluminum. Size 4½". 
07104   $269.95

A FIRM Foothold

HORSE-S JOINTED STIRRUPS
Offer riders the flexibility to achieve more comfort 
in the saddle. These double-jointed irons are ideal 
for riders who want to ease knee and ankle pain. 
Sizes 4¼", 4¾". 
0735A   $75.95

STAINLESS STEEL FILLIS IRONS
White pads. Sizes 4¼", 4½", 4¾", 5".
07101   $55.95

Integrated 
safety arm

Ergonomic 
footplate

Aviation grade 
aluminumAluminum Black Aluminum

Black
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A. HERM SPRENGER® BOW BALANCE SAFETY STIRRUPS
System 4 technology enables immediate release of the foot in case of emergency. 
Four direction flexing softens impact on rider cartilage and ligaments, without 
feeling unstable. BowBalance design makes for easy “pick up” –a simple touch of 
the foot and it gently folds onto the rider’s foot. Extra wide tread is constructed of 
rubber of different hardness for better grip. Sizes 4¼", 4, 4¾", 5⅛".
0761   $259.95

D. HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE STIRRUPS
Perfectly balanced to set your leg in the correct position. Shock-
absorbing and gentle to ligaments and joints. Supports the release of  
the foot. Modern design, top model of stirrups in elegant silver/black.  
Wide tread. Size 4¾".
07037   $289.95

HERM SPRENGER® OFFSET EYE STIRRUPS
Stainless steel stirrup with design that provides the 
optimum in position. Used as an aid for mounting the 
horse and gives a comfortable riding stance. Size 4¾".
0708   $105.95

HERM SPRENGER® 4-H SYSTEM STIRRUPS
Improved 4-hinge system provides movement in two 
directions for greater safety features. Helps to lower 
your heels for greater comfort through the hips, knees, 
calves and ankles. Unique design lets bottom of stirrup 
move with the rider’s foot for a flexible, secure feeling. 
Sizes 4¼", 4¾", 5⅛".
0747   $269.95

B. HERM SPRENGER® BOW BALANCE IRONS
Smart bow-form design encourages an improved leg position and promotes the 
ideal rider balance with enhanced comfort and perfect fit. Anthracite, bronze.  
Size 4¾". 
0772    $289.95

HERM SPRENGER® ROSE GOLD  
FILLIS IRONS
A trendy twist on a classic stirrup. High-quality 
stainless steel iron has a rose gold finish and a  
grippy black pad. Pair. Rose gold. Size 4¾". 
07093    $80.95

HERM SPRENGER® ANTHRACITE  
FILLIS IRONS
Modern, yet timeless. High-quality stainless steel iron 
has a shiny gray finish and a grippy black pad. Pair. 
Anthracite. Size 4¾". 
07094    $80.95

C. HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE GRIP STIRRUPS
Jointed stirrup made in the ‘bow’ form and have an extra-wide tread 
for perfect balance. Stainless steel grip inlay that is non-slippery and 
provides a secure hold even in bad weather conditions. Size 4¾". 
074   $319.95

A C

HERM SPRENGER®  
BOW BALANCE PADS
Replacement rubber pads. Pair. Rubber.  
Black/blue fits 5⅛" stirrups; Stainless steel  
fits 4¾" stirrups.
075   $32.95 

HERM SPRENGER®  
FLEXCITE STIRRUP PADS
Replacement rubber pads. 
07095    $32.95

HERM SPRENGER® FLEXCITE  
METAL STIRRUP PADS
Replacement metal grip pads.
07096   $55.95

DB

Anthracite Bronze
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WILKERS NO BOW QUILTS
100% cotton flannel top and bottom 
quilted over ½" foam. The quilted 
texture distributes pressure making the 
wraps more efficient. Set of 2.  Machine 
washable and dryer safe. White.  
Sizes 12" x 30", 14" x 30". 
26068   $27.95
Size 16" x 30". 
26071   $29.95

WILKER’S COMBO LEG QUILTS
A 50/50 broadcloth top with 100% 
cotton flannel underside quilted over  
½" foam. Set of 2.  White.  
Sizes 12" x 30", 14" x 30". 
26070   $37.95
Sizes 16" x 30", 18" x 30". 
26072   $39.95

CENTAUR® CLIMATE 
CONTROL POLO WRAPS
Moisture wicking and temperature-
regulating wraps. 9' of ultimate comfort 
and support! 4½' of moisture wicking, 
highly ventilated cushioning material 
optimizes airflow. Secure double closure. 
Set of 2. Black, white, navy. 
26052   $24.95

Navy

White
Black

EQUINE TEXTILES  
STANDING WRAPS
Durable 10 oz. double-knit fabric. Use 
to bandage over cotton quilts. Set of 4. 
Black, white, navy. Sizes 9', 12'. 
26066   $24.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® 
VENTECH™ STANDING WRAPS
Plush poly fleece leg bandage with 
ventilated limestone-based neoprene 
exterior allows heat and moisture to 
escape. Easy to apply with secure hook-
and-loop closure that conform to your 
horse’s legs. These wraps are great for 
treating injuries or strains and can be 
used for shipping. Pair. Black.   
Sizes 12", 14", 16". 
26061   $114.95

WALDHAUSEN POLO WRAPS
High-quality fleece material is breathable 
and quick-drying. Fleece works to 
manage heat and moisture under the 
wraps. VELCRO® brand closures. 
Polyester. Set of 4. White, black.  
Size 5'W x 10"L. 
26057   $32.95

ESKADRON® BOOT WASH BAG
Protect your horse’s bandages, and 
boots, in the washing machine with 
this practical wash bag. Ensure that 
straps and VELCRO® brand closures do 
not entangle, snag or twist. Two mesh 
compartments will accommodate and 
separate a pair of boots. Drawstring top 
closure. Black.  
26053   $13.00

EQUIFIT® T-SPORT WRAPS™

Designed with a unique combination of open-celled, no-latex foam and  
high-quality fabrics. Provides maximum compression and slip-free support 
while transferring heat out and away from your horse’s leg. Fit is both snug  
and sleek to keep out dirt and debris. Pair. 3 yards. Black, white.
2628   $107.00

CAVALLO® HELEN POLO WRAPS
Combine fashionable flair with 
practicality. High-quality, anti-
pilling fleece maintains its looks and 
functionality. Long hook-and-loop 
fasteners are topped with a golden 
Cavallo print. Set of four wraps arrives  
in a zip poly storage bag. Dark blue, 
black. One size.
26098   $47.50

SCHOCKEMÖHLE POLO WRAPS
Made of the highest quality, anti-pilling, 
310 gram fleece. Hook-and-loop 
fasteners topped with rubber logo badge. 
Set/4. Walnut, true navy. One size. 
26096   $42.00

Black

Black

White

White

SARATOGA BANDAGE
High performance bandage provides firm, 
controlled stretch for superior support. 
Holds up through frequent use and 
washing. Extra lightweight breathable 
woven fabric, with silicone beading to 
prevent slippage. 2" VELCRO® brand 
closure with reinforced stitching. Set of 2. 
Black, white. 
26076   $59.95

Black

White

Walnut Black White NavyTrue Navy Dark Blue Black

Slip-free 
support

No-latex foam
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ESKADRON® CLIMATEX 
BANDAGE LINERS
Super breathable. Three dimensional 
Climatex fabric pulls moisture away from 
your horse’s legs to prevent perspiration 
buildup during work. Ensures improved 
air circulation and provides the ideal 
padding for training bandages.  
Set of 4. Black, white. 
13" x 18"    2632   $75.00
18" x 18"    2633   $110.00

Black

White

Red

Explore all colors and sizes  at DressageExtensions.com/Wraps

ESKADRON® 
TRAINING BANDAGES
These high-elastic training bandages 
offer excellent support and protection for 
tendons and ligaments. Strong, stretchy 
and durable wraps are washable. Set of 2. 
Black, white. Size 70"L. 
26054   $59.00

ESKADRON® FLEECE BANDAGES
A soft fleece fabric with just the right 
amount of stretch for an exceptional fit. 
Held securely with double VELCRO® 
brand closures. Hand wash or machine 
wash cold, gentle cycle. Set of 4. Black, 
white. Size 4"W x 11½'L.
26055   $59.00

TOKLAT® POLO WRAPS
Extra thick polyester knit with extra long ½" wide hook and loop 
fasteners are box stitched for added strength. Machine washable. 
Set of 4. White, black, red. Size 9'L. 
26049   $32.95

ESKADRON® CLIMATEX 
POLO WRAPS
Unique, wrap with 4½' of Climatex 
fabric plus 5' of elastic bandage fabric 
for total protection during exercise. 
Superior protection and support of 
tendons and ligaments. An ideal wrap 
for high-performance competition 
horses. Set of 2. Black, white. 
2693   $85.00

VAC’S POLO BANDAGES
Extra-thick, acrylic stretch 
pile. Provides shock-resistant 
protection against strikes. 
Stands up to repeated use 
and washings. Set of 4. Add a 
monogram for a custom look. 
Gray, navy, white, turquoise, 
pink, purple, dark green, 
black, maroon, royal, red.  
3-yard length x 5"W.
HORSE          2621   $21.95
PONY            2639    $21.95

WRAPS AND BANDAGES
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BlackBlack

White White

BlackBlack White

Black Gum

Black

White

White

Specially designed  
rim avoids rubbing 
fetlock

Durable Pikosoft  
material

ESKADRON® PIKOSOFT BELL BOOTS 
Made in Germany. Superior protection. Made from a durable synthetic leather-like 
material called Pikosoft. Smooth, soft neoprene lining. Specially designed with a protective 
fetlock rim to avoid rubbing in this sensitive area. Featuring double VELCRO® brand 
closures for extra security. Pair. Black, navy, white. Sizes M, L, XL, XXL (black only). 
04275   $75.00

ESKADRON® FLEECE-LINED BELL BOOTS
Bell boots trimmed in thick natural fleece for full 
comfort. Tear-proof material with double VELCRO® 
brand closures to hold boot in place. Hand wash in cold 
water using sheepskin detergent, hang dry. Pair. Black. 
Sizes M, L, XL. 
04966   $85.00

ESKADRON® RUBBER BELL BOOTS
Made in Germany. Soft, pliable, ribbed rubber bell boots 
provide strong, hard-wearing protection for your horse. 
Secured with double VELCRO® brand closures. Pair. 
White, black. Sizes M, L, XL. 
04016   $47.00

PFIFF BLING BELL BOOTS
Shiny patent leather-look bell boots have a row of clear 
crystals along the top and broad secure VELCRO® 
brand closures. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L, XL. 
041770   $45.95

KAVALKADE OVERREACH BOOTS
Soft neoprene brim prevents chafing and pressure 
points on the edge of the boot. Anti-twist bulb helps 
keep the boot in place. VELCRO® brand closures and 
safety closure. Pair. Black. Sizes M,  L, XL, XXL. 
041740   $60.00

KAVALKADE FLEECE TOP BELL BOOTS
Soft fleece at top protects the pasterns while the thick 
neoprene bell protects the heels and hoof. Pair. Black. 
Sizes M, L, XL. 
041737   $80.00

WALSH FLEECE LINED BELL BOOTS
Great for horses that chafe easily and also a favorite for 
use while shipping. Ribbed bell boot with synthetic  
fleece lined top. Double-lock VELCRO® brand closures. 
Pair. Black. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
041768   $45.95

FLEECE LINED RUBBER BELL BOOTS
Made of the quality ribbed rubber to provide maximum 
protection to the bulb area of the heel with VELCRO® 
brand closures in back for a comfortable fit. Pair.  
Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
041723   $25.95

HEAVY DUTY RUBBER BELL BOOTS 
WITH FLEECE
Provides maximum protection to the bulb area of 
the heel. Heavy duty rubber with VELCRO® brand 
closures in back for a comfortable fit. Pair. Black, white. 
Sizes M, L. 
041725   $25.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® 
BALLISTIC™ OVERREACH BOOTS
Outer cover and binding makes them double tough. 
UltraShock™ lining absorbs energy from overreaching 
and protects vital areas of the hoof. No-turn knob keeps 
boot from spinning. Pair. Black. 
S, M, L 04866   $39.95
XL, XXL, XXXL 04923   $39.95

KL SELECT ITALIAN BELL BOOTS
100% gum rubber, remains flexible in cold 
temperatures. Rolled top won’t chafe fetlock area. 
Thicker at the base for added protection. Easily 
slides on/off. Pair. Black, gum. Sizes M, L, XL. 
041741   $39.95

PROFESSIONAL’S CHOICE® 
QUICK WRAP™ BELL BOOTS
A 360° wrap and an overlap in the back, covers the 
whole hoof, including the coronet band and the bulb. 
Lycra® binding wont rub! Pair. Black. Sizes M, L. 
0486   $49.95

WhiteNavy

EQUI-STRETCH® RIBBED BELL BOOTS
Durable, flexible pure rubber. Hook-and-loop closure 
for quick and easy on/off. Ribbing adds strength and 
helps deflect hoof strikes. Pair. Gum, hunter, white, 
black, navy. Sizes S(white only), M, L, XL.
0436   $17.95

Gum

Hunter Navy

White

Black

BELL/PROTECTIVE BOOTS

Black
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DRESSAGE SPORT BOOT
Best Seller! Designed to provide protection as well as comfort for the horse. Rugged vinyl exterior with 
a Coverlight™ strike area. Coverlight™ is tear, puncture and abrasion resistant and has excellent overall 
durability. It is also waterproof and highly resistant to fungicidal growth, making this an exceptional 

choice to withstand the rigors of the equestrian environment. Easy strap application system and simple care. 
Machine washable. Pair. Sizes S, M, L, XL. Order one size up for hind boots.

TOKLAT VALENA PROTECTIVE BOOTS
Best Seller! Woolback® fleece offers protection. Natural 
wool absorbs impact, wicks away sweat, durable, long-
lasting and allows for continuous air circulation. Machine 
wash and dry. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
FRONT BOOTS 04114   $99.95
HIND BOOTS 04380   $103.95

White

Navy

Black

Black

White

Black

White

Black

White

Black

White

D. DSB GLITTER BOOTS
Grey.

C. DSB AMERICAN FLAG 
GLOSSY BOOTS
White.

B. DSB GLOSSY BOOTS
White/white, black/black, silver/black.

Black/
Black

White/
White

Silver/
Black

B. White

Black/White

A

White

C

B

White Grey

D

A. DSB ORIGINAL
Black/white, black, navy,  
white/white, white/black.

Black
Black/
White Navy

White/
White

White/
Black

04674   $60.95

EQUILIBRIUM STRETCH & FLEXFLATWORK LEG WRAPS
Made from breathable Stomatex® to regulate skin temperature. Soft and flexible, 
ideal for unhindered movement. Provides the support of an exercise bandage 
while keeping your horse’s legs cooler and drier. Handwash only. Pair.  
White, black. Sizes M, L, XL. 
0412   $106.00

MAJYK EQUIPE® BOOTS WITH ARTI-LAGE™ 
IMPACT TECHNOLOGY
Perforated inner bio foam liner makes sure your horse ’s 
leg stays cool and well ventilated–especially important 
during long schooling periods, turn out or trail. Tough, 
but lightweight TPU outer with rip stop properties to 
repel dust and water. Pair. White, black. Sizes M, L. 
041704   $89.99

KAVALKADE SOFT FRONT BOOTS
Softer front working boots for the protection of the inside of the cannon 
bone. Features an anatomically spoon shaped shell and soft CR-foam 
lining. VELCRO® brand closures with elasticated inserts. Pair.  
White, black. Sizes M, L. 
FRONT    041738   $40.00 
HIND       041739   $45.00

ESKADRON® FAUX FUR SPORT BOOTS
Faux fur synthetic lambskin developed by Eskadron 
is exceptionally soft and cozy. Soft and absorbent 
fur combined with the breathable PU-inlay protects 
effectively with tough 1680 Denier outside fabric. Pair. 
Navy, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
041736   $99.00
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Black

Storm Blue

White

Black/Silver

Black/ 
Bright Blue

Black/ 
Platinum 
Grey

Purple/Gold

VIENNA COLLECTION BAROQUE  
DRESSAGE PAD
Rich brocade outer has a gorgeous chenille background 
with a shimmering jacquard pattern. Heavyweight 
cotton underside, foam center, adjustable web billet 
straps and girth keepers. Black/silver, black/bright blue, 
black/platinum grey, purple/gold. 24" spine; 42" drop. 
190613   $64.95

NEW! CAVALLO® HANAYA DRESSAGE PAD
A sensational pad with a shimmering outer material, 
diamond quilt pattern and double rows of cording trim. 
Contoured for fit along the topline. Stays secure with 
both girth loops and adjustable hook-and-loop billet 
straps. Mesh lining promotes airflow. Dark blue, black, 
white, storm blue. 22" spine; 23" drop.
190722   $75.00

NEW! CAVALLO® HERLE DRESSAGE PAD
Stands out from the rest with a diamond-quilted 
soft shell top. Shape retaining padding allows perfect 
positioning on the horse’s back. Soft, black synthetic 
fur cushions the wither area. Upper and lower girth 
straps adjust with hook-and-loop fasteners.  
Dust blue, black. 22" spine; 23" drop.
190751   $90.00

NEW! CAVALLO® HERMINE DRESSAGE PAD
Shiny, high-quality top, allover zigzag quilting and 
golden cord trim. Wither protection of soft, tonal faux 
fleece. Back of pad has a brand emblem with golden 
print details. Moisture-wicking and quick-drying mesh 
lining. Upper and lower girth straps adjust with  
hook-and-loop fasteners. Dark blue, black.  
22" spine; 23" drop. 
190753   $80.00

Black

Dust Blue

Black

Dark Blue

Dark Blue
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SIMPLE Elegance!

Explore our full selection of saddle pads at DressageExtensions.com/SaddlePads 

PRI LONG MONARCH DRESSAGE PAD
Small quilt pattern with a dense felt fill and a  
generous contoured cut is nice for larger horses.  
White/black, white. 26" spine;  44" drop. 
190592   $49.95

PRI MONARCH DRESSAGE PAD
Small square quilting and metallic gold piping creates 
an elegant look for show. Contoured cut provides 
wither relief. Black. 44" spine; 23" drop. 
190598   $49.95

PRI SADDLE BALANCING PAD
A unique design to aid in balancing your saddle for a 
better fit. Four NytroGel inserts can be placed in the 
front, rear or both places of the pad for extra padding 
where needed. The shock-absorbing qualities offer 
superior protection for your horse’s back and spine. 
100% cotton. White. 23" spine; 42" drop. 
190597   $69.95

PRI HALF PASS DRESSAGE  
EMBROIDERED PAD
Embroidered horse and rider are shown performing 
half pass on this elegant European-styled pad. White 
cotton with black piping. 23 ½" spine; 43" drop. 
190594   $59.95

PRI PRIX SHEEPSKIN HALF PAD
100% genuine wool provides comfort and support for 
both horse and rider. Front and rear trim helps to keep 
the saddle in place while leaving the sides free so as not 
to add bulk under your legs. Machine washable. White. 
24" spine; 22" drop. 
190593   $109.95

PRI CONTINENTAL SWALLOWTAIL 
DRESSAGE PAD
Tested and Approved. Offers a graceful outline. 
100% cotton with small square quilting. Contoured 
at the withers for a more comfortable fit. Cream/
navy, white/white, black/white. 26" spine; 44" drop. 
190595   $59.95

White

White/White

Black/White

Cream/Navy

White/Black
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CUSTOM ORDER DRESSAGE PADS 

Create your distinctive look by adding piping and trim colors, monogrammed initials,  
designs and breed logos! Most initials and breed logos cost an additional $25.00 each  
($50.00 for embroidery on both sides of the pad). Please allow up to four weeks for delivery. 
Some limitations may apply to these special orders. Personalized saddle pads cannot be 
returned or refunded.

Select 1 - Pad Color

Select 2 - Piping Color

Select 2 - Binding Color

Special Colors Made Easy:

A. TOKLAT® CLARION™ SQUARE PAD  
WITH WOOL BACK
Half lining eliminates bulk. Thick 100% natural wool 
back fleece offers superior protection over the withers 
and spine. Black, white. 23" spine; 42" drop. 
190465   $141.95

TOKLAT® CLASSIC III STANDARD  
DRESSAGE PADS
Featuring a cotton/polyester quilted top, breathable 
batting and a 100% brushed cotton bottom for nonslip 
grip. The edges are accented with rolled piping that 
ends on either side of the leg. Contoured at the withers 
for a better fit; includes nylon billet straps and girth 
loops. Machine washable. Additional pad and binding 
colors are available by Special Order.  

STANDARD DRESSAGE PAD
White/black, black/white, white/white, black/black.  
23" spine; 40" drop.
190461    $89.95
19314    SPECIAL COLORS   $95.95

LONG DRESSAGE PAD  
White/black, black/white, white/white, white/navy.  
23" spine; 42" drop.
19756      $91.95
190601    SPECIAL COLORS   $94.95

EXTRA LONG DRESSAGE PAD  
White/black, black/white, white/white,  
white/navy, black/black. 26" spine; 44" drop.
190462    $91.95
190602    SPECIAL COLORS   $104.95

B. TOKLAT® TANGO MINI DIAMOND PAD
Coordinating binding and vivid colors gives this pad 
a fun yet stylish look. The pad features ¾" diamond 
quilting, 100% cotton top with a flannel bottom, 
nylon girth strap, VELCRO® brand billet straps and 
a contoured top line for a comfortable fit. Machine 
washable and dryer safe. Sea blue, white, black.  
22" spine; 43" drop. 
190466   $45.95

A

White

WhiteBlack

Sea Blue

Black
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White/BlackWhite/WhiteDark Green/ 
Ecru/Brown

Grey/Black/ 
Burgundy

Navy/Red/ 
Tan

Black/ 
Burgundy

TRIMMED to  
Perfection

Explore our full collection of saddle pads at  
DressageExtensions.com/SaddlePads

Navy/Ecru/
Light Blue

White/Navy

Black/Silver

Black/White

A. USG DRESSAGE PAD
Elegantly designed dressage pad with double cord 
contrasting outer trim. Quilted 100% cotton.  
Navy/ecru/light blue, white/navy, black/white,  
grey/black/burgundy, navy/red/tan, black/burgundy, 
dark green/ecru/brown, white/white, white/black.  
24" spine; 44" drop. 
190484   $86.00

B. USG BARONESS DRESSAGE PAD
Best Seller! Luxurious 100% cotton fill and classic 
quilted top is stylish, comfortable, breathable and 
moisture-wicking. Elegant rolled piping in contrasting 
colors with crystal trim. Nylon billet straps, girth loops. 
White/silver, black/silver. 24" drop; 46" spine. 
190485   $118.00

A

B

CATAGO® SADDLE PAD
Elegant and timeless diamond quilted saddle pad in a strong and dirt repellent 
fabric. Elegant double braided piping and the popular IQ Comfort lining 
transports excess heat and sweat away from the horse, and is very soft and 
comfortable. Polyester. Navy, white, grey. 23 ½" spine; x 21 ½" drop.
190357   $84.95

Satin-look fabric 
with modern 
geometric quilting

CATAGO® ATTITUDE DRESSAGE PAD
Combines modern elegance with horse comfort. Satin-look exterior has geometric 
quilt pattern, unique vertical band with logo detail and cord trim. IQ comfort 
lining pulls excess heat and sweat away and provides a smooth feel against the 
horse’s back. Contoured topline, VELCRO® brand saddle dee straps and girth 
loops. Black, blue, red, white. 23 ½" spine; 43" drop. 
190470   $86.95

Matching bonnet  
available online!

White WhiteRedBlue GreyBlack Navy

White/Silver
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TEMPI H MONOFLAP DRESSAGE SADDLE
Eliminates a layer of leather to provide close contact. 
Specially treated buffalo hide and cowhide assist with 
seat and leg security. Deep, supportive seat has a narrow 
twist and a balanced design to aid in shoulder-hip-heel 
alignment. Exterior thigh blocks. 100% natural wool 
flocked panels are full weight-bearing to optimize 
comfort. Wide channel encourages and enables healthy 
spinal and vertebrae processes in the horse. Open 
pommel head is suitable for high-withered horses. 
Beechwood laminate spring tree carries a lifetime 
guarantee. Black. Sizes 17"-18" medium, wide, x-wide. 
150207   $2,195.00

•  S A D D L E S  •

ACAVALLO ORTHO COCCYX GEL  
IN DRI-LEX® DRESSAGE SEAT SAVER PAD 
Designed to help riding discomfort on coccyx, pubis or 
seat bones. Gel In design features a Dri-Lex surface that 
covers the gel with a breathable, fine mesh material for 
traction and a soft feel. A recess in the front part of  
the seat. 20mm gel. Black. Sizes Medium 16-16 1/2";  
Large 17-171/2". 
150076   $149.00

BATES ISABELL SADDLE
Best-selling saddle offers riders a central, balanced 
position. Ensures effortless correct horse and rider 
alignment. Luxurious European leather with covered 
leather flaps. Deep seat for support at the rear and 
optimal comfort. Seamless, ultra-narrow from seat 
through length of leg. CAIR® panels with quilted panel 
points. Flaps have molded knee inserts. Adjustable 
Flexibloc System.  Y-Girthing® system provides saddle 
stability. Adjustable ergonomic stirrup bar. Elastiflex 
tree. Guaranteed against breakage for 10 years. Black. 
Sizes 161/2", 17", 171/2", 18". 
15876   $2,895.00

ARENA DRESSAGE SADDLE
European leather and Horse and Rider Technology 
(HART) with CAIR® protective cushioning and a 
custom fit with EASY-CHANGE™ gullet system 
and EASY-CHANGE™ Fit Solution. Ergonomic flex 
through the Elastiflex Tree. Deep dressage seat and 
movable knee blocks offer stability and comfort.  
Long billets. Black. Sizes 161/2", 17", 171/2", 18". 
150138   $1,399.00

SweetSpot

Synergy  
panel

Luxe leather

BATES ARTISTE DRESSAGE SADDLE 
Luxe Leather from the finest calf-leather in the world. SweetSpot guides the rider to a neutral position 
for complete balance with your horse. Ergonomic stirrup bar and adjustable front and rear Flexiblocs. 
Synergy panel provides ultimate freedom for horse to perform to full potential. Y-girthing for optimal 
saddle stability. Elastiflex tree, supported by HART - Horse and Rider Technology–with EASY-
CHANGE Gullet and Riser. Classic black, classic brown. Sizes 0(161⁄2"-17"), 1(17"-171⁄2"), 2(171⁄2"-18").
150170   $4,295.00
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CUSTOM SADDLERY STEFFEN’S 
ADVANTAGE SMOOTH MONOFLAP 
DRESSAGE SADDLE
Exceptional close contact, grip Buffalo leather flaps and 
extra tactile Buffalo on the seat. Deep seat, narrow twist 
and your choice of long or short blocks. Anatomically 
shaped wood spring tree with an open pommel provides 
excellent fit for average to high-withered horses and is 
suited to shorter backs. 100% natural imported wool-
flocked panels with the closest fit only a mono-flap can 
offer. Narrow twist and external thigh blocks. Standard 
16" flap. Available in short or long block, seat sizes  
17"-18" and medium and wide trees. For available sizes,  
visit DressageExtensions.com. 
15906   $3,295.00

CUSTOM SADDLERY WOLFGANG 
SIGNATURE SOLO DRESSAGE SADDLE
Extra-soft supple cowhide on the skirts and flaps, with 
extra grip tactile cowhide on the seat and thigh blocks. 
Squared-off cantle is simple and elegant. Choose from 
long thigh blocks or shorter thigh blocks. Narrow twist 
and extended stirrup bars, natural 100% wool-flocked 
panels, anatomically correct wood-spring tree fits a 
variety of shapes. Split panel covers a broader area and 
offers more shoulder freedom. Self-adjusting V-billet 
and point strap. Short or long block, seat sizes 17"-18" 
and narrow, medium, medium-wide and wide trees. 
Standard flap length is 16" (Petite 15" or Long 17" 
available by special order). 
15573   $2,995.00

CUSTOM SADDLERY STEFFEN’S 
ADVANTAGE BUFFALO SINGLE FLAP 
DRESSAGE SADDLE
Designed with the rider’s position in mind. Buffalo and 
buffalo premium full-grain leathers. Deep, supportive 
seat with narrow twist. Large knee rolls softly guide 
leg position. Extended stirrup bars. 100% natural 
imported wool panels; wide gullet. Open pommel head 
ideal for high-withered horses. Wooden spring tree. 
Black/London tan stitching and welting, black/black 
stitching and welting, black/silver stitching and welting. 
Sizes 17", 171/2", 18", medium or wide. 
15907   $3,695.00

Buffalo Single Flap 
Dressage Saddle in 
Black/Silver
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LEMIEUX® ACOUSTIC PRO FLY HOOD 
Improved shape compatible with anatomical bridles. 
Helps support your horse’s concentration and relaxation 
in performance. It represents advancement to the 
original ear cover design with a headpiece that is wider. 
Absorbs sharp noises using a layer of dense micro-foam. 
An inner lining of soft bamboo fabric ensures your 
horse’s maximum comfort. Black, navy. Size large.  
23347   $59.95

Rioja

Satin fabric 
detailing

High-quality 
fleece

Dijon

BlackOak Navy

LEMIEUX® LAMBSKIN WRAPROUND  
OVERREACH BOOTS
Luxurious, ideal for schooling, warm-up and traveling. 
Faux-leather boot has a merino lambswool lined collar 
to provide softness against your horse’s pastern. Unique 
wraparound design includes an adjustable, double-
locking closure. Pair. White/natural, black/natural.  
Sizes M, L, XL. 
04977   $63.95

Black

White

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN FLY BONNET
Offers sophistication and class. Beautifully crafted with 
a body in three-way close-knit crochet, this stylish fly 
hood is trimmed at the front in luxurious satin fabric 
and finished with an embossed metal plaque. Soft and 
stretchy Lycra fabric ear covers won’t constrict your 
horse’s ears. Black, navy, ink blue, mulberry. Size large.
23320   $50.95
New Colors Oak, Rioja, dijon. 
23422   $50.95

New Colors Dijon, rioja, oak.
26090   $59.95

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN POLO BANDAGES
Luxurious satin fabric detailing embellishes these 
beautiful exercise bandages, which are made from the 
highest quality fleece to avoid pulling. Apply them on 
their own or with LeMieux under bandage pads. Set 
of four polo wraps comes in a zippered case. Ice blue 
black, white, navy, ink blue, mulberry. 121/2'L.
26045   $59.95

LEMIEUX® POLO WRAPS
Luxury wraps make beautiful exercise bandages. Made 
from the highest quality pill-resistant fleece, they can 
be used on their own or with liners for added leg 
protection. Sold in a set of four wraps with their own 
zipped carry case. Ice blue, grey, black, white, navy, 
mulberry. 121/2'L.
26038   $49.95
New Colors  Rioja, oak, dijon. 
26092   $49.95

DijonRioja Oak WhiteBlackGreyIce Blue Navy MulberryInk Blue

Loire 
Collection 
in Rioja
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Suede top

Bamboo 
Lining

CURRENT COLORS  Enduring Coverage
LEMIEUX® SUEDE DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
A beautiful suede top sets new standards. Designed to fit a wide range of dressage saddles 
with its high wither cut, elasticized D-ring tabs and LeMieux’s signature girth protection 
area. Bamboo lining is soft, breathable and minimizes friction. Ink blue, mulberry, black, 
navy, white, grey, ice blue. 211⁄2" spine; 22" drop. 
190236   $85.95

LEMIEUX® PROSPORT COTTON  
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
High wither and spine clearance. Signature  
girth protection area with inner-locking loops. 
White, black. 241/2" spine; 42" drop. 
190277   $75.95

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN 
MEMORY FOAM DRESSAGE PAD
Colorful and sophisticated. Pad is made of woven 
satin fabric with an understated sheen that gives 
sophistication to your look. Features memory foam 
collar to support front of saddle. Includes matching 
cording on edge and embossed metal motif. Black, 
navy, white, grey, ice blue. 22" spine; 42" drop. 
190473   $135.95

Dijon

White

LEMIEUX® MERINO+ HALF-LINED  
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Retains softness and shape with daily wear. Lambswool 
is combined with an integrated backing fabric to retain 
softness after washing. Quilted top, contoured spine, 
high-density merino wool panels and girth loops.  
Black/black, white/natural, navy/navy. Size large.  
231/2" spine; 21" drop. 
190399   $209.95

Black Rioja

BlackShop our full line of LeMieux at 
DressageExtensions.com/Lemieux

LEMIEUX® PRO-SORB PLAIN HALF PAD
A simple solution to adjusting saddle fit. Place shock-
absorbing Closed Cell Elastomeric Nitrile Rubber 
Foam inserts into pockets to create a front riser, back 
riser or to correct bilateral imbalance. Can be used to 
create another layer of shock absorption. Protection and 
flexibility to adjust saddle fit. Set of four 13mm thick 
insert pads with an extra set of four 9mm thick pads. 
Black. Medium (50"), Large (471/2"). 
190241   $99.95

LEMIEUX® LOIRE SATIN CLASSIC  
DRESSAGE SQUARE PAD
Woven satin fabric gives a beautiful sheen. Bamboo 
lining, contoured topline and LeMieux’s signature 
girth protection behind girth loops. Elasticized d-ring 
attachments. Black, navy, white, ink blue, mulberry, 
ice blue. Size large. 221⁄4" spine; 211/2" drop. 
190391   $109.95

Ice BlueWhite Grey

Black

Navy

Ink BlueDijon Rioja Oak Mulberry

New Colors Dijon, rioja, oak. 
190728   $85.95

New Colors Rioja, dijon, oak. Size large. 
190730   $109.95
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Black

White

Navy

Black

White

LEMIEUX® FLEECE-LINED BRUSHING BOOTS
Faux-leather and extra-soft fleece lining. Reinforced 
strike zone and unique diamond-shaped top strap.  
Can use on front and hind legs. Pair. Sizes M, L, XL. 
New Colors Oak, rioja.  041855 $72.95
Ice blue (XL only), ink blue. 041525 $72.95
Black, white, brown.   04953 $72.95

Black

White

Ice Blue

Mulberry

LEMIEUX® CLASSIC FLY HOOD
Provides the style and function serious riders want. Quality, three-way crochet body is accented 
with coordinating braid. Soft, stretchy Lycra® ears covers are comfortable for your horse. Stays 
snug and secure with no need for a tie when placed under a bridle. Dijon, oak, rioja. Size large. 
23423   $43.50

LEMIEUX® CLASSIC FLY HOOD
Designed for the competitive ride, with beautiful style 
and function. Quality, three-way crochet body accented 
with braiding. Soft and stretchy Lycra® ear covers are 
comfortable. Hood stays snug and secure when used 
under a bridle. Ice blue, mulberry. Size large. 
23298   $49.95

LEMIEUX® PROSHELL OVERREACH BOOTS
Strong and flexible with a strike-proof outer that 
deflects impact. A soft neoprene lining and collar makes 
a comfortable surface against hoof. Water-resistant and 
easy to wash off. Heavy-duty hook-and-loop fastening. 
Pair. Black, white, navy. Sizes M, L, XL. 
04954   $52.95

LEMIEUX® PROSHELL BRUSHING BOOTS
Molded PU outer shell shields against strikes while 
remaining flexible. Heavy-duty elasticized fasteners. 
Provides 360° protection to the horse’s lower leg. 
Pair. Black, white. Sizes M, L, XL. 
041526   $69.95

LEMIEUX® MESH BRUSHING BOOTS
Tough enough for schooling-smart enough for 
competition. 3D Mesh allows cooling airflow. Faux-
leather strike area. Suitable for use on front and hind 
legs. Pair. Black, white. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 
04968   $59.95

Dijon

Dijon Oak Rioja

Comfortable 
& soft ears

Oak

Black

White

Brown

Ice Blue

Ink Blue

Oak

Rioja

Purchase the LeMieux® Integrated  
Web & Merino Dressage/Monoflap Short 
Girth shown to the right directly from your 
mobile device by scanning this code or visit 
DressageExtensions.com
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FPO

Ink Blue/
Navy

Navy/Royal Black/GreyInk Blue/ 
Navy

Mulberry/ 
Grey

Black/Natural

Black/Black

Black

Navy

White

Navy

Navy

Black

 *Extra shipping charges apply. $4.95

Explore more luxurious LeMieux   
at DressageExtensions.com/Lemieux

Musk, azure, sage. 
05419   $42.95

 
Musk

 
Azure

 
Sage

FORM FOLLOWS FUNCTION— 

 Beautifully

Luxurious 
merino wool 
lining

Flexible  
webbing

Contoured 
shape

Separate 
compartments

Shoulder strap 
for easy 
carrying

LEMIEUX® X-GRIP SINGLE-SIDED 
DRESSAGE PAD
Nonslip silicone grip gel design for top performance. 
With a suede fabric top, it has breathable memory foam 
under the saddle area and a breathable bamboo lining 
that offers moisture wicking. High wither contoured 
cut fits both horse and dressage saddle precisely.  
Black, navy, white. 22" spine; 42" drop. 
190273   $145.95

LEMIEUX® VOGUE HALTER  
& ROPE LEAD SET
Complete with a matching braided lead rope. Padded 
fleece noseband, crown and inner cheek pieces. Brushed 
nickel buckles and fastenings. Ink blue/navy, navy/royal, 
black/grey, mulberry/grey. Sizes pony, cob, horse. 
05317   $42.95

LEMIEUX® LEGRIP WHIP
Engineered to provide superior balance and 
handling. A flexible whip, it combines an ultra-light 
PolyCarbon shaft with a counter-balanced soft PU 
grip handle to offer good hold. Black, navy.  
Sizes 40", 44" including lash.
14065   $39.95*

LEMIEUX® PROKIT HAT & BOOT BAG
Carry your helmet and riding boots with one hand. 
This clever bag offers stylish storage with separate 
compartments for your helmet and boots. Shoulder 
strap included. LeMieux brand detail as a finishing 
touch. Navy, black. 13"L x 13.7" W x 23.6" H. 
33884   $55.95

LEMIEUX® INTEGRATED WEB & MERINO  
DRESSAGE/MONOFLAP SHORT GIRTH
Suitable for dressage saddles and jumping saddles with long billets. Features 
strong, yet flexible webbing construction and a luxurious merino wool lining. 
Soft, light, breathable and offered in a contoured shape to ensure your horse’s 
maximum freedom of movement at the elbows. Optional center attachments. 
Black/black, black/natural. Sizes 22"-30". 
02862   $115.95

Black
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C

THE ORIGINAL BAKER® BLANKET
Warm, but not bulky. Durable triple-woven acrylic fabric. Bias 
surcingles, two-strap front and contoured hip. Sizes 60"-84". 
2411   $229.95

BAKER® TURNOUT SHEET
Specially treated to repel dirt and stains. 1200 denier ripstop nylon shell. Nylon lining. 
Waterproof/breathable lining polishes coat. Bias surcingles, elasticized leg straps and a 
triple-darted rump keep blanket in place. Shoulder gussets, double-front closure, tail 
piece. Stainless steel hardware. No fill. Sizes 68"-84". 
24003   $199.95

C. BAKER® MEDIUM WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
Durable, warm and treated to repel dirt and stains. 1200 denier ripstop 
nylon outer shell, 200 gram insulation. Waterproof/breathable nylon 
lining polishes coat. Curvofill IV insulation. Bias surcingles, elasticized 
leg straps and a triple-darted rump keep blanket in place. Shoulder 
gussets, double buckle-front closure, fleece at withers, insulated tail  
piece, stainless steel hardware. Sizes 68"-86". 
24941   $229.95

A

B

4 Weights in 1 Turnout
1. Guardsman™ Turnout blanket
2.  150 gram insert creates a lightweight blanket
3.  250 gram insert creates a medium-weight blanket
4.  Both inserts together create a 400 gram,  

heavyweight blanket

Designed to Adapt 
 1 BLANKET—4 SEASONS! A. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™ 

4-IN-1 TURNOUT SYSTEM
Staff favorite! Removable and interchangeable 
insulation layers in a ripstop 1000 denier outer and 150 
gram and 250 gram weighted inserts for four blanket 
weight combinations. Unzip the shell and insert up 
to two weights and adjust the blanket to your needs. 
Waterproof and breathable. Two front patent pending 
360 quick connect buckles, and memory foam in the 
collar and withers for a comfortable exact fit. Black. 
Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
240121   $199.95

B. NOBLE EQUESTRIAN™ GUARDSMAN™ 
NECK COVER
Easily attaches to the innovative Guardsman  
blanket system. Waterproof. Black.  
Sizes S(66"-69"), L(81"-84"). 
240491   $69.95

D

D. THE ORIGINAL BAKER® SHEET
Can be used as a stable sheet, dress sheet or for layering. Tough-as-nails, triple  
woven acrylic. Bias surcingles, two-strap front and contoured hip for a secure fit.  
Sizes 60"-84". 
2402   $139.95
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C

B

A

Memory foam 
wither relief pad

Wrap around 
front closure

Full wrap 
tail flap

C. WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ ESSENTIAL TURNOUT SHEET
Durable 1200 denier ripstop outer shell with Repel Shell coating that is waterproof 
and breathable. Smooth 210 denier Oxford poly lining glides over your horse’s coat 
for comfort. Features include a traditional side gussets to allow your horse’s natural 
movement, twin adjustable buckle front closures, twin low-cross surcingles, 100% 
Boa fleece at the withers for added comfort, adjustable, removable rear leg straps. 
Standard tail flap. 3-year WeatherBeeta Warranty for waterproofing, breathability, 
fixtures and fittings. No fill. Navy/silver/red. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). 
240163   $115.95

A. WEATHERBEETA® FREE STANDARD NECK TURNOUT SHEET
Waterproof and breathable. 1200 denier triple weave ripstop outer stands up to the 
elements and horseplay. Lined with 210T polyester. Memory foam wither relief pad 
prevents rubbing. 3-year WeatherBeeta Warranty for waterproofing, fixtures, fittings 
and breathability. No fill. Blue/gray/white. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). 
240084   $224.95

B. WEATHERBEETA COMFITEC PLUS 
DYNAMIC STANDARD NECK LITE SHEET
Strong 1200 denier triple-weave outer shell is waterproof and breathable. 210 denier 
Oxford polyester lining glides over horse’s coat. Memory foam wither relief pad 
contours to horse’s shape and lifts the blanket off the withers to reduce rubbing. Side 
gussets allow movement, and reflective strips on each side of front and on the tail flap. 
Ezi-Clip front closure, twin low cross surcingles and removable leg straps. Large tail 
flap. No fill.  Purple/black. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). 
240589   $149.95
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WARM Elegance

BLANKET ACCESSORIES

ADJUSTABLE ELASTIC SURCINGLE
3" in wide and adjustable from 40"-78".
240548   $8.95

EQUISTAR T-LOCK 
FASTENERS
Rubber rings secure 
blanket. T-locks.  
8 per package.
240547   $1.95

EQUI-ESSENTIALS™  
LEG STRAPS
Adjustable with buckle 
on both ends. Pair.
240552   $11.95

EQUI-ESSENTIALS™  
LEG STRAPS 
Adjustable with loop  
on one end. Pair.
240551   $8.95

HORSEWARE® IRELAND 
RAMBO® BUNGEE 
TAIL CORD
Replacement for new  
Rambo blankets. 
24749   $15.95

RAMBO® WASH
Removes dirt without damaging 
waterproof coatings. Environmentally 
friendly. 8 oz. 
2428   $19.95

B. NEW! CAVALLO® HENJA FLEECE COOLER
Stylish and cozy in high-quality, anti-pilling fleece with a neckline trimmed in soft 
faux fur. Beautiful as a show sheet, with shimmering tonal satin ribbon edging, a 
contrast removable tail cord and Cavallo branding. Rotating hook closures are all 
made of gunmetal and accented with a rhinestone. Rubin. Sizes S(125 cm/49"), 
M(135 cm/53"), L(145 cm/57"), XL(155 cm/ 61").
240807   $190.00

A. NEW! SCHOCKEMÖHLE FLEECE COOLER
Treat your horse to luxury. Premium quality moisture-wicking cooler cozies up to 
your horse’s neck with a plush faux-fur collar. Trimmed with two rows of cording and 
decorative logo embroidery. Double-buckle front, two removable cross surcingles and 
tail rope.  True navy, walnut. Sizes 75", 78", 81". 
240762   $165.00

Walnut

B

A 
True Navy
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Navy/ 
Witney Stripes

Navy/ 
Witney Stripe

Navy/Beige/
Blue/Navy

Gold/Witney Stripe

®

HORSEWARE® IRELAND MIO® FLEECE SHEET
Provides warmth in cool weather. Lightweight, anti-pill. Low-cross surcingles provide 
a snug fit. Everything you expect from the Horseware Ireland family, including the 
famous Rambo® cut. Navy/red. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
24741   $54.95

HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
NEWMARKET QUARTER SHEET 
Quality, mid-weight breathable fleece fabric wicks moisture, dries quickly and retains 
its shape. Hook-and-loop front closure allows easy on/off. Contoured shaping ensures 
a secure fit, with a removable tail cord for added stability. Gold witney stripes, navy 
witney stripes. Sizes S(60"-66"), M(69"-75"), L(78"-81"), XL(84"-87"). 
24497   $99.95

HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO® DELUXE FLEECE
Anti-pill finish maintains its fresh look. Double-bonded fleece with cross 
surcingles. Two surcingle front closures. Gold/witney stripe, navy/witney stripe. 
Sizes 63"-87" (3" increments). 
2452   $154.95

Burgundy/Burgundy/Teal/Navy

NEW! RAMBO® WATERPROOF FLEECE COMPETITION SHEET
Bonded fleece is warm, waterproof and breathable. Double bonded waterproof, 
anti-pill fleece. Competition cut wraps around the saddle, but away from the 
rider’s legs to allow effective leg aids. Sturdy hook-and-loop fastener at the front. 
burgundy/burgundy/teal/navy, navy/beige/blue/navy. Sizes S-XL. 
240027   $89.95

Gold/Witney Stripe
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     COMFORT 
   Across Seasons

Horseware started in 1985 with a small team in Ireland.  
After months of research and hand-stitching the now iconic  

Rambo Original was born. Since then Horseware has grown to 
become the world’s most trusted producer of horse rugs. 

Black/ 
Turquoise

Dark Blue/ 
Dark Blue/Red

B 
Dark Blue/Dark Blue/Red

A 
Black/Teal/Cherry

C

Fig/
Navy/Tan

C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® FOAL TURNOUT BLANKET
Suitable for foals from birth, with an innovative adjustment system. Easily increases 
the blanket size by 6" as your foal grows. Waterproof and breathable, it can be worn 
indoors or out with its 600 denier outer shell, 200 grams of acrylic fill and polyester 
lining that glides over your foal’s natural coat. A contoured belly arch and flap 
provide a snug fit. Reflective strips help visibility. Hook-and-loop closures.  
Navy/electric blue/navy. Sizes 36", 42", 48", 54", 60". 
24807   $79.95

Medium. 200 grams fill.
24445   $95.95

Lite. No fill.
24078   $79.95

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® MIO TURNOUT BLANKET
Stands up to the rigors of turnout. 600 denier polyester outer shell is waterproof and 
breathable with taped seams. 200 grams fill. Polyester lining. Horseware® fit, front Leg 
Arches™ and straight front closures. The design element of a tail strap and back darts 
prevent it from shifting while the horse is moving. Dark blue/dark blue/red,  
black/turquoise. Sizes 51"-84" (3" increments). 

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® STABLE SHEET
Best Seller! Made with a ring spun brushed polyester outer, this versatile sheet acts 
as a cooler, stable or travel sheet with moisture management technology to give it a 
high wicking factor. Features a classic cut design with double front closures, double 
surcingles and fillet string. No fill. Black/teal/cherry, fig/navy/tan, navy/silver.  
Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
24801   $99.95

Navy/
Silver

Explore our full selection of turnouts 
at Dressage Extensions.com/Turnouts
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     COMFORT 
   Across Seasons

C. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12 PLUS 
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
Designed with Horseware® Disc Closure System. Ergonomic, durable and easy to 
use with one hand, it simplifies the chore of changing blankets. 250 grams fiberfill 
with polyester lining with fiberfill in blanket and hood. Leg arches, reflective 
strips, cross surcingles, shine enhancing polyester lining, hood and liner loops. 
Waterproof yet breathable. 

A 
Fig/Silver

C 
Excalibur/Blue/Black

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® HERO  
RIPSTOP LITE TURNOUT BLANKET
Super-tough 600 denier ripstop outer. Lightly insulated with poly fill. Waterproof and 
breathable with a shine-enhancing, antibacterial lining. Unique front Legs Arches™ 
maintain your horse’s freedom of movement while allowing the blanket to stay secure 
and close to your horse. Classic front with double fastenings for added security, cross 
surcingles and a tail cord with a unique and secure design that eliminates the need for 
leg straps. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 

100 grams. Fig/navy/tan.      240257   $109.95
50 grams.   Fig/silver.            240258   $99.95

D. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO®  
BRAVO 12 INSULATED HOOD
Detachable, waterproof and breathable 1200 denier 
polyester outer. 150 grams of insulation. Navy/navy. 
Sizes S-XL.
24992   $64.95   

B

D

Fig/Silver
Fig/
Navy/Tan

Navy/electric blue/navy. Pony. Sizes 45"-66" (3" increments). 
240256   $179.95

Excalibur/blue/black. Sizes 69"-84" (3" increments). 
240101   $259.95

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® HERO  
RIPSTOP TURNOUT BLANKET
Keeps your horse warm and dry. Insulated with 200 grams of fiberfill, it features a 
super-tough 600 denier waterproof and breathable outer and a smooth poly lining. 
Front Leg Arches™, a unique design, maintains your horse’s freedom of movement. 
Classic front with double closure, two cross surcingles and tail strap. A removable  
neck cover is available and sold separately. Fig/Silver. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
240801   $129.95

Navy/Electric 
Blue/Navy
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Discover Horseware® Ireland   
at DressageExtensions.com/Horseware

Classic front closure. Atlantic blue/Atlantic blue/ivory.  
Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments).
240320   $149.95
Pony classic front closure. New Color Dark blue/capri/raspberry.  
Atlantic blue/Atlantic blue/ivory. Sizes 45"-66" (3" increments).
240315   $119.95
Disc closure. Not shown. Daphne blue. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
240318   $199.95

A. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® HERO PLUS 900D  
MEDIUM WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKETS
Makes changing blankets easier! Horseware’s Disc Closure, with a lighter 
and more flexible design, can be closed with one hand. It is fully adjustable 
and offers increased comfort for your horse, including in grazing position. 
Waterproof and breathable, this turnout combines a durable 900 denier poly 
outer with 200 grams of fill and a shine-enhancing polyester lining with a 
removable neck cover. Front Leg Arches™, cross surcingles and tail cord  
(no need for leg straps).

Capri/ 
Gunmetal/ 
Bluebell

Atlantic  
Blue/Ivory

Daphne BlueDark Blue/ 
Capri/ 
Raspberry

Medium. 250 grams. Excalibur/plum/silver. 
240104   $199.95

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12 WUG
Unique front and back leg arches give your horse maximum freedom. 
Durable 1200 denier waterproof and breathable polyester outer with a 
coat-smoothing polyester lining and no fill. Enhanced with a third belly 
surcingle and front and hind Leg Arches™, allowing your horse maximum 
freedom of movement while wrapping the blanket closer to his belly for 
optimum coverage. The Wug also offers the popular high-cut neck design, 
V-front closure, tail cord and tail flap, and tail strap with back darts that 
prevent the Wug from shifting. Sizes 66"-84" (3" increments). 
Lite. No fill. Excalibur/plum/white/silver.
240103   $179.95

C. NEW! HORSEWARE® IRELAND AMIGO® BRAVO 12  
REFLECTECH PLUS TURNOUT
Lightweight warmth and reflective yarn woven in for visibility. 1200 
denier outer, removable neck cover and 100 grams of fiberfill insulation. 
Antibacterial, anti-static, shine-enhancing polyester. Surefit Neck 
design with V-Front closure. Dual Leg Arches™ won't interfere with leg 
movements. Three cross surcingles, tail flap, tail strap. Compatible with 
Horseware’s  liners, sold separately. Gray/reflective/black. Sizes 72"-84"  
(3" increments). 
240799   $279.95

A 
Atlantic Blue/Atlantic Blue Ivory

B

C

Classic 
front 
closure
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Heavy. 450 grams. Black/red.
240786   $469.95

B. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
SUPREME VARI-LAYER® TURNOUT BLANKETS
Vari-Layer technology means your horse will carry only the weight needed. 
Super-tough, waterproof and breathable outer shell in 1680 denier ballistic 
nylon. Thermobonded fiberfill along the back and 100 grams along the sides. 
Lined with shine-enhancing, anti-static, antibacterial polyester. Removable 
neck cover. SureFit Neck, V-Front closure and Dual Leg Arches™. Liner loops 
are compatible with the Rambo liner system; add a liner (sold separately) to 
add warmth. Three secure surcingles, tail cord and reflective strips. Comes in 
Horseware’s reusable, eco-friendly Bag for Life, an innovative, reusable storage 
solution. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). 
NEW! Medium. 250 grams. Navy/burgundy/dusty blue. 
240787   $429.95

Navy/ 
Burgundy/
Dusty Blue

Black/Red

C 
Green/Red

B 
Black/Red

A 
Navy/Burgundy/Dusty Blue

A. NEW! HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
SUPREME LITE TURNOUT SHEET
Removable neck cover, plus tough 1680 denier nylon outer. Waterproof and 
breathable cover designed to keep your horse comfortable in wet, muddy 
conditions. Lined with smooth polyester. Liner loops for use with the Rambo 
liner system. Surefit Neck design with V-Front closure, dual Leg Arches™, 
three secure surcingles, tail cord and reflective strips. Comes in Horseware’s 
reusable, eco-friendly Bag for Life, an innovative, reusable storage solution. 
Navy/burgundy/dusty blue. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). 
240788   $389.95

Heavy. 400 grams. Green/red.  
240793   $289.95

Lite. No fill. Green/red.   
240790   $269.95

C. NEW! HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
ORIGINAL TURNOUT BLANKETS
The design that started a blanketing revolution in 1985 returns. Waterproof 
and breathable 1000 denier ballistic nylon outer over thermobonded fiberfill 
for superior heat retention. A smooth antibacterial, anti-static polyester lining 
is comfortable against your horse’s coat. Classic Horseware® Ireland original 
cut, two straight front closures, cross surcingles, adjustable tail strap and a 
full tail flap to keep the elements out. An optional neck cover is available 
separately. This rug comes in Horseware’s reusable, eco-friendly Bag for Life, 
an innovative, reusable storage solution. Sizes 66"-87" (3" increments). 

Medium. 200 grams. Navy/red. 
240789   $279.95

Green/
Red

Navy/
Red

D. HORSEWARE® IRELAND RAMBO®  
ORIGINAL LITE NECK COVER
Fits the Rambo Original Lite, Medium- and 
Heavyweight turnouts. Waterproof, breathable 
coverage attaches easily with sturdy hook-and-loop 
straps. Super-tough 1000 denier ballistic nylon 
outer; smooth antibacterial, anti-static polyester 
lining.  No fill. New Color Green/red. Sizes S-XL.
240795   $89.95

D

FREE reusable eco-friendly  
Bag for Life with every  
Rambo purchase

• Embossed lining and engraved hardware 
• New colors, weights and fabrics 
• Packaged in a Bag for Life

NEW!  
Revamped Iconic 

Rambo®  Collection 
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DRESSAGE IS OUR SPECIALTY
ORDER TODAY
1-800-303-7849

SHOP ONLINE
DressageExtensions.com

PRSRT STD
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PAID
Dressage

Extensions Inc. 
Easy – Free Shipping on Orders Over $35 – Every Day

Prices Valid Through 12/24/21

Dressage Extensions
11943 Discovery Court
Moorpark, CA 93021

Over 300 New Items for Autumn Riding
Easy – Free Shipping on Orders Over $35
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CATALOG 197

Removable 
neck cover

Compatible with 
WeatherBeeta® 
liner system

Freedom 
system 
gussets Adjustable 

belly wrap

Warm, dry, comfortNEW!

TOP-OF-THE-LINE PERFORMANCE! 
NEW WEATHERBEETA® COMFITEC™ 
ULTRA COZI II DETACH-A-NECK  
MEDIUM-WEIGHT TURNOUT BLANKET
The snuggest blanket WeatherBeeta ever made! 
Loaded with features to deliver optimal comfort and 
performance for your horse. Insulated with 220 grams 
of poly fill, it has an extremely strong 1680 denier 
ballistic nylon outer shell with a Teflon® coating that 
is both waterproof and breathable. Lined with smooth 
210T nylon to glide over your horse’s coat. 
Charcoal/blue/white. Sizes 69"-84" (3” increments).  
For full details visit DressageExtensions.com/WeatherBeeta
240749   $379.95
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